
David Parks 
3456 17 St., 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

Dear David, 

Thanks very much for the JFK assassination issue of that strange manifestation 

of "youth culture", FILTH. 

If you ever hear of anyone interested in Pelley, what I got back from the FBI, 

to which I gave all I had, I gave to Dave Wrone, Univ. Wisc, Stevens point, WI 54481. 

If I did not tell you, I gave you catalogue to local good Roint College' 

Did you get a notice from the publisher of the appearance of Selections from 

Whitewash? I've not heard of it being annpunced. Out last month. 

Carroll & Graf/Richard Gallen. 

Thanks and best wishes, 

r 
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Mafia and the 
CIA? What a silly question, 
since the galaxy of public and 
private inquiry will never prove 
anything. Instead, Oswalds' 
image has become a symbol of 
a perceived collective 
helplessness . Conspiracy 
theories are the articulation of 
this. They are the new urban 
legends, giving a voice to the 
modern boogey men that 
plague the information age. 

The range of these tales 
goes from the more prosaic to 
the comically cosmic. What is 
the Trilateral Commission? Is 
the US government the worlds' 
largest dope ring? Are there 
prison conlonies on Mars? 

If we are to believe that 
some conspiracies are real, and 
some must be, then it must be 
understood that it takes some 
degree of economic influence, 
.as • well ,,Las._ access . to 
communication, for certain 
figures or groups to 
intentionally and consciously 
alter history. Here is a 
conspiracy for your 
consideration. By far the most 
insidious crime committed by 
the Ruling Elite is the 
Conspiracy of Stupidity: secret' 
activities designed to produce 
immediate gain regardless of 
the ultimate outcome. How 
else can anyone view current '  
reliance on the private car, 
synthetic products and mass 
destruction of native habitats? 

So why does Filth want to 
compile this list of 
conspiracies, coverups and 
covert operations that might 
just as well be called Operation 
Overkill? Because amazingly 
enough we find this stuff 
interesting and subscribe to the 
attitude that knowledge is 
better than ignorance. We are 
aware that our playful inclusion 
of the more 'speculative" 
conspiracy/rants could possibly 
lead many to brand us flakes, 
irimping treasured theories with 
utter crackponery. It's of course 
understood that much listed 
herein cannot be verified. 
There's also much that couldn't 
'be included due to space and 
time limitations, 

So take what you read with 
a grain of salt, and realize 
wisdom comes with awareness. 

Authors are listed at the end 
of every entry. John Barge (JB). 
R. Collision (RC). Joe Donahoe 
(ID), Wade Driver (WD), Mother 
Fakir (MF), Robin Goodfellow 
(RG), Nancy Langhofer (ML). 
Connie Lingua (CL), to Luna (LL), 
Seth Maxwell Malice (SMM), 
Marisa (M), Griff Meatyard (GM), 
LIL Mike (LM), Mike Patchett 
(MP), Fred Rinse (FR), A. Rock 
(AR), Ducky Sinister (BS). Chck 
Sperry (CS). Daniel B. R. Wylie 
(UMW) John Slate (IS) 

1 .THE REAL DARREN STEVENS 

Who came forte the chicken ce the egg? 
Dutologists suggest the "One Dick 
Theory"; Darren being the tame person. 
covering up extensive scalp surgery, and 
one nervous breakdown. Others have 
speculated the involvment of the Roman 
Catholk Church having a contra-et on 
the main mak lead of a sitcom about 
Devil Worshiping. Still others have 
stared that Dick Sargeara was aserirked I 
to Satan by.Kridora. The-  limb came' 
out whey he was discovered tiring in 
Pensacola hi. bora again as a praeung 
Pentecost.' Mb:dater. fSMM WI)) 

Imagine this: You've been testing a little 
depressed lately- dingerously so- and have 
decided that you shoukt shot Maas mental 
instaariiin for a little professional help few 
bath your owls and your lamily's sake. 
Next thing you knave you're shaking rands 
with your doctor. Ile gems you a well 
practiced smile of reaesurance, while letting 
you that 'Everything will be fine. -with 
your eraperation.". 
Within tiro weeks, you find yourself 
strapped in a table with drills boring into 
yaw skulk 
Sound horrific? Well. the -preceding 
scenario was expairawed by unsuspecting 

'victims of the CIA's infamous Operation 
MK Vitra—an attempt by that tas 
supported agency to learn Manchurian 
Candidate style mind controi, using 
psychiatric patients in a Canadian mental 
hospital called the Allan Memorial 
Institute, with the aid of one certified 
bastard and physician on payroll named Dr. 
Ewan Cameral). Using his position as 
founder and head neurosurgeon of the the 
Institute, against a backdrop of Cold War 
paranoia and calculated- inhumane policies 
and projects with =ales like Opera:Ian 
Flesh Hunt, Project Castigate. Operation 
Midnight CibPILLT, Project Charter, MK 

Della, Operation Arrieheke, ad infunumi, 
Dr. Cameon subjected patients in his care 
ID experiments akin to those performed by 
Nazi Dokrors on Jews, mental patients, 
gypsies and licamsexuals during World War 
U.A section of the Ineritne's basement was 
declared off Limits to all staff except Dr. 
Cameron and his two aaa imams , 
Rubensteara and Zielinski. 
_Thee. packets were kept sleepless finders 
ca- to a drugged stupor for ualeterminate 
periods of time, fisted to listen to eidlesaly 
repeating tapes of their own voices, 
recorded during the most sensitive and 
confessional moments of pyschoanalysis. a 
process Dr. Cameron tanned "pyschic 
driving' and liked ID descrier as Rioneficial 
brainwashing'. Patients would regularly 
breakdewn sobbing and screaming. 
sometimes beezing, for the tape ID atop. 
Static parotids were subjected to physical 
tarn= in hopes of breaking down and 
chnolosting their personalities, restructuring 
their egos in a moms that shams much in 
common with taking a scalpel to 
someone's facecutting away and 
reaiganizing the pieces In give them the 
Looksou want Electroslieck "therapy" was 
fibmally applied and lobotomies were 
preformed ma individuals who bed Checked 
in for nothing mare than melacboty and 
&premien. In a related piled, nine black 
inmatra at the Lexiogton, Kentucky 
Addiction Center were injected with 
psitheybin and then measured for their 
"pyschological nesponses"-fear that they 
were going insane, a sense of impending 
evil, or imminent death. -The results were, 
at best, 'inconclusive'. Another related 
experiment was the spiking of drinks and 
food with LSD, which was then given to 
unknowing subjects who were kept under 
observation. As a result of one such 
incident, a distinguished biochemist name 
Dr. Frank Olsen suffered a deepening 
pyailtaxis and paranoia_ and committed 
Suicide by hurling himself hum a hotel 
window to the sidewalk below, 
Medicine. Politics, and Terrorism.., 
Always 'a good investment_ For flarber 
information on this and related horrors, 
check out or steal Gordan Thomas' 
extremely throrougb and entertaining 
account of MK ULTRA, 'JOURNEY  
INTO MADNESS'  (Bamam Books, 1989)- 
- full of gruesome details, interviews with 
survivors, sleazy descriptions of the 

eedeationeftt Selmer 
dietetic -etc. etc, eth.Yrioll never 31i to 
therapist again without noting the evil 
glint In their eyes.(MF & RG) 

Want to confuse a bunch of 
paranoid hippies and intim boot-tickers? 
Have a group of dissidents watching your 
every move? Waal to create a wooer screra 
as large as the man bank In LA? If you 
answer yes to them three questlens, dunces 
arc, you're the government- its a realty 
simple process, akin to a meta shell game-
As the government, you create as many 
conspiracies as possible so that you can 
sneak the red wan-doing under the noses 
of the dim:tamed, or hopelessly (detract 
searchers mud cover your hock. So you 
throw a few choice bits forward, and leave 
some of your fellows hanging out to dry as 
kl bone us keep the paranoids on the trail, 
what does it manes') You're robbing the 
beak while they're putting out a fire in itie 
orphanage And you can ryes use such a 
beautiful same plan on your own people 
Just ID keep diem wondering who's at the 
top and what's really going ots. And the 
best aspect of such a conspiracy shield is 
that it's seLeperpetualing. Even the 
conspiracy devotees keep their 'true 
knowledge" to themselves, lest harm befall 
them and thus, create a conspiracy theorist 
conspiracy. After all, what more is a 
conspiracy than a seam, or secret ialentiom 
shared between a few individuals? So, the 
more theories, the more conspiracies until 
yaw have a perpettal ma:piracy machine 
arming In fall gear chasing its own tail 
and =rang move rangy than it can use. 
Why waste yOur time on who really killed 
JFK or some other Whine when In truth, 
even the 1W15‘thi themselves probably 
don't know they did it. 

As the writers andesr editors of 
Filth, we find it is Our duty to shape the 
Mind-Sof our readership into whatever farm 
we deem fit and correct. As a general 
principle, we wish to have you as 
spnv-ir,Q,  cowering dope fiends, with no 
sense of balance or reality. That suits us 
firm. However, we have deemed it 
giPmPriale that YOu fed fearful as well. So 
here iris, the Conspiracy issue at Filth Be 
=min to watch your back as you mad it 
and weep. Renumber: We areal the only 
one's watching you.(hIP di . RG) 

.SPATIAL DECONCENTRATION 

- In the wake of the 1967 Detroit riots, 
President Johnson called for an 
indepeedrat commission to study the 
'urban problem'. The National Advisory 
Commission Report on Civil Disorders is 
more commonly known as the Kerner 
Commission. Among intelligence 
angencies contributing ID the cocaina-Ma; 
findings were the Rand Corporation and 
the Brookings Institute, both CIA-aft-dined 
think tanks. The study was not yet 
completed when Miran Luther Rang Ir.'s 
assassination touched off a massive wave 
of ghetto riots. 

Geese what? The Kerner Cornireasiee 
concluded that poverty in America's inner 
cities was so entrenched that the ghettos 
could never be 111115(CR11144 back Imo 
viable neighborhoods. A program called 
"Spatial Deoracenuatien" defined what the 
commission saw as the only solution to the 
growing problem of public order: allow 
bad areas to get worse, induce minorities 
to move to the "township" suburbs, destroy 
and then remelt° undesirable inner-cities 
for 'better class' of 	le. 

By /980. every y had heard of 
gentrification. How many blew that it 
came about largely due to a Housing & 
Urban Development (HUD) plan culled 
Regional Housing Mobility Program? This 
covert strategy of deconceutration flew 
directly in the face of HUD's overt 
"revitalization" projects. 

Some elements of the African 
American commtteity have for years 
argued that as a result of '67-'68 riots, the 
government declared a 'secret war' on 
blacks in Americe. What we now imam 
about The Kerner Commission, Spatial 
Deconcererracm and HUD, makes this 
point difficult, if not impossible, to reject 

This is tin rimunary of an article 
written urinal"),  by Yolanda Ward, for a 
national hoaxing activstists' conference. A 
full length version appears in World War 
3 Illustrated 1950-.1 	(Fanragrephic 
Books, 1989) Mr. Ward bated this 
document Largely on the Kerner 
COIIIMIST/CM report and also OR a number 
of HUE,  depth-micro fries that she and her 
coilarbortuom apparently stole from the 
HUD eke in Washington D.C. 

Shortly after th
e
ir document's original 

410itgretitigfrlitVriltV sf 
tirelPdrenseereddie mem 

 

mule singled 
vat Ms Ward from her Iwo friends, 
ordered her of gunpoint in afoot dorm ors 
the Street and then shot her in the bock of 
the head. 

3 IVERYTillteS A CONSPIRACY 
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FINEST IN HANDCRAFTED NUCROBREWS ON DRAFT 
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OSWALD'S RESUME 

 

LEE HARVEY OSWALD. 11.10/.39, New Orleans, LA. Faber does. family moves often. 195S: In fftgb School. joins ivd Au 

Petrol, an Air Forel cols moot. Ni. mentor. DAVID FERRIS, CLA pile and nierearere trainer. Oswald become 'turreted in 

commimian and joining the Mmitec 195th At 17, Oswald join, the Mennesioury at urge practice. 1157: Advanced combat 

inning. Camp Pendleton, CA. Waft off about communism. 3157: Nina Air Tethnied Trainirg Center, Irckmovalle, FL Trains 

at radar contoilles.Gou only to Ns Weis ea leave. Eerie is only pence he knows in torn or the tale 5157: Keeler Air Force 

Bus, MS. Trains it uteraft cannot and wentiog operate, W57: Anosi Marine Airtmea Imam, the main CIA ben is Asia Omsk! 

officially on CIA payroll at this time Rs* orenzoldse foe the acre U-2 spyplane flight, over China. USSR. Marine buddies rate 

Umbra and parmanty chums la Omni. 12/Mk. Defuse Language butane Monterey. CA. Trains 133 Rumlia31. Oe radar crew at 

El Two Marine Station. San Diego, CA. Soho:rams m Raise, Cohen oewepepen while on hue, 'espouses communde Or friends 

who doubt Orwald% einterity. 1999: Office of Newt Imelfigence remain up to 40 yowls men form the U.S. 

hfilitry o 'deface to USSR, East Bloc, all we re up az disaffected loners. 10/S9: Oswald Warm the 

Mahan es a hada* disdains to ewe For his illthotber. who be vans ftw 3 due mid gees 115 the USSR. 

Oswald goes to U.S. Embrey, tenth over his paeaport and tells the Ambinsador He woos to defect to 

Ramis and be will *II there U.S. Radar wehnology sane.. 	Oswald 

sent to Fiala. a KGB center. works w mho friory. %as U2 spyphete .hot 

down over Russia. right before Kruschies aid Eisenhower were to talk 

rlisermarnam. Talks ausnllai Low the niter says he we *shoaled. 6461. F131 

:Isparta that weacooe it using Otwsles birth conflate. I/61: 2 mm buy bucks 

ice 'Frio:ids of Deseocnric Cube' an enti-Castro orgenizatica, in New Wm. Out 

of then sign, dm tales dip Lee Harvey Clasesid'. 2/6Is Oswald amnia to U.S. 

embeery to nature citizenship. 4/61. Merrier Marina Prmakon. Romeo eau. 

9/61: Purport returned to U.S. embassy. 6162: Oweeld returns to DS A State 

Deportment mods Smeary Raiken u meet Ourakis, mkt our of than. Roden is with 

Traveler's Aid. He is alin head of the Ann-Bolasavik Bloc of Nations•  a net:awing 

anticommunist poop. ()melds aide Dal. TX we. 10162t Befriended by Bow 

George de Moreeethildi oil entogot oil spy for the N.Z111 HIM CIA. Immenwee Oswald. 

to friend. lake Mu ank.of Genteel Dyonoica, Onrald wake foe laggens-Chiles-Siovall, ■ 

photoprocenieg company with contracts from the US Army map service. 310: 

OeMorensebildre invert°. Chrwalds to Ruth sod Michel Paine. Michael Pane works for 

Bell behcopters (Ruth's puma are ui11 cluaified) She ma Marina and kids op to ha 

apartment 11/63: Lee goes to New Orleans, mon for Red),  Coffee Co. Owoer ie a Web= 

of -Friends of Democratic Cuhr. 6/63: President end role New Orlems member .(Par 

Play for Cohn Cocanituse Cue into waged fights with Coitus wain not of dm now 

office at Oswald. Appun m ratio sod cv orbs= takiag the latioonsumas' side. Seen 

with Guy Bannister. Clay Shaw, Devitt Ferric. Seen on Sc. to Mexico with Abets 

Osborne. longtune OSS/ CIA ve and Mead of I. Edger Hoover. A ma cleaning to be 

Oswald Tints Cuba. USSR embassies in Mexico City_ Surveillance piettses by US 

agents thew lie's mt. 11163: Resume to Dallas. Ruth Pam gra him s job at the Tuna 

Schoolbook ikpontory. Unsold now at Jock Ruby's Carousel Club with Roby. Devd 

Fare. 11/21/63: Oswald gen bend to drive him to work. He Comm some 'curtem 

reds' into the teriktieg 11122163: 	Oswald Ruby wen in room parked to 

Daley Plaza 12.15 WO: Oswad in Book Dept:Mary along in 2nd flocs- lunch 

room, eterieg. -12:31 pie The asawriouiou of ponder Kennedy, 12:31:30 seconds, i 

Oswald standing in second floor tomb room drinking cake ( both elusion are 
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SUB a sewn back together Oswald buried. 1964: Orsrakf.  s wife, mother wan him adnmed, chow that ta DOI 13033 billed. int. 
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A awn-addicnoe panacea for zuhdr attmeths and Wax 

rcspiratory durase3 -Bayer's desimplino, in 1898, of 

its new wonder drug diacetylmorphine or Thercon'.0,1 

In 1971. in a response to a suggestion From 

Harper & Raw editor Elisabeth Jakob. Yale doctoral 

candidate Alfred W. McCoy MI out for France and 

South East Asia to do research on the international 

heroin trade.(2) In the early 70's there was a heroin 

epidemic among American Gil in Vietriam whore 

"stag" could be bought kr 34.00 a vial. Conservative 

• =Mabee figured the percentage of servicemen on junt 

to range between 20-30 percent anon oat on the 90-99 

percent pore Laotian commodity..(;) lie troops in turn 

were bringing their horse habil boa home to white 

middle class suburban neighborhoods that were 

unfamiliar with hard drugs or the organized MI= that 

emptied them. The situation was such that President 

Nixon declared a 'Wu on Drugs" in 1972 and New 

Ycrk. State Governer Nelsen Rockefeller turned from 

"clean the dope fiends off the meets of New York" 

platform to a "compassiou fur the adtficted. punishment 

for the pushers" prise realizing that many of his more 

privileged constituents now had sons and daughters 

who were heroin usersko At the same time California 

Congressman folio Tenney was quoted in the New 

Yorker 	saying “"clanintlirir yet official operations 

of the US government could be aiding and abetting 

hernia name here at hemen5) Mawr' monism of 11,c 
media also hinted that not only the corrupt govereanems 

of South Vietnam, Laos, Thailand and Burma. 

officially America's Mies, were providing American 

servicemen with mark but US intelligeoce as well. It 

was in this climate that McCoy started his field 

research. 
In 1.96ii Gimeral Maurice Belleau,. the forma 

head of French military intelligence detailed to McCoy 

how the SDECE (tte French CIA) set up militias of 

Rearing hill people ID fight the communist Viet Minh, 

gaining their support by providing tradsp.manan (or 

the limong's cads crop opium. According to McCoy, 

Bellcaut "inadvertently revealed" that the CIA 

inherited the covert Reach army/opium smuggling 

6. 
THE 

GOLDEN 
TRIANGLE 



Hmong settlements and seeing the 
poppies and guns first hand (as well as 
having the life of his translator 
threatened and his party shot at) McCoy 
paid a visit to the powerful General 
Duane Rattikone, the owner of the 
country's largest Double U-0 Globe 
Heroin refinery. posing as a reporter 
from Harper's Magazine. At Ouane's 
house he announced his desire "to 
profile our allies in the struggle against 
communism" to which the general 
enthusiastically agreed.When. half way 
through the interview, McCoy asked 
about accusations from his enemies 
that he had pilfered profits from the 
opium trade Duane responded "Made! 
That bastard Mouth is gossiping again. 
I am going to stop these rumors for 
good!" referring to the former military 
dictator General Phoumi Nosaean. He 
proceeded to show McCoy his 
bookkeeping to demonstrate what a 
scrupulous businessman he was when 
In charge of the opium trade, even 
allowing McCoy to copy down figures. 
When McCoy telephoned the American 
Press Attache at the US embassy in 
Vientiane to say that is "reliable source" 
had indicated that General Duane Mire 
ran a large Opium syndicate. the 
embassy officials told McCoy that the 
source was 'not rellable."(6) 

Once the book, detailing the 
complicity of the CIA and officials 
allied with the US In the Golden 
Triangle drug trade, was about to be 
published, McCoy describes in his 
introduction now the agency sought to 
suppress it. Cord Meyer Jr., a senior 
CIA official approached his former 
classmate Cass Canfield Sr.. Harper & 
Row's owner and President Emeritus, 
and persuaded him to allow the agency 
editorial rights on the text. After 
considering going in another publisher 
McCoy managed to get the CIA's 
attempt to censor his work exposed on 
the from page of the New York riffles, 
through the offices of his friend David 
Obst. Smarting from a lot of 
embarrassing media coverageHarper & 
Row published The Politics of Heroin 
as intended(71 

According to McCoy's 
groundbreaking book, and other 
sources, the Laotian military. which 
before communist takeover was the 
only defense complex in the world 
besides the Pentagon which was 
completely funded by US tax payers. 

supptimented American revenue with 
tribal opium. The CIA operatives who 
coordinated a secret Hmong army in 
northern Laos to fight communists 
under the ruthless General Vang Pao. 
could only turn a Wield eye when the 
same Hmong people sold their opium 
crop to finance weapon mucbaies while 
knowing that much of the opium, once 
refined us heroin, would be sold to US 
servicemen or shipped directly to the 
States by the Mafia or other syndicates. 
Operatives even provided the CIA 
Owned Air America to provide air 

111/1.SIN.1 	ujnutu.ta, in ricignoonng 
Burma fragments of the CIA/Thai 
government supported Nationalist 
Chinese Army, who had been driven 
out of China by Mao, along with tribal 
Shan warlords, conducted sunnier 
operations: smuggling, trading opium 
for guns and making generals rich. 
These smugglers have prospered to the 
present time in one form or another. In 
1990 the Bush Administration indicted 
the Shan-Chinese opium baron Khun Sa 
on drug trafficking charges though so 
far the fate of Manual Noriega has not 
befallen the Burmese warlard.(91 

Covert military funding 
through drug smuggling has been done 
throughout the twentieth century. Not to 
be outdone by the capitalists these is 
substantial evidence that Cuba and 
Bulgaria have also aided in and profited 
from the trade of =Cedes (in Rachel 
Elarenfeld's right wing expose Nano 
Terrorism she practically blames all of 
the American drug problem on the 
perfidious communists, even after 
-Peristreitka" mentioning the CIA as 
being most known for "revealing 
photos-  while making no mention of 
US federal drug complicity.)( la) One of 
the best kept secrets of the Afghan 
re.sistence to Soviet occupation was the 
heroin trading being done by the CIA 
supported Majahadecti and Pakistani 
military.(11) Numerous former DEA 
(Drug Enforcement Agency) officials 
have also complained about the 
agency's protecting of major traffickers 
because of their perceived importance 
in righting communism. Said Michael 
Levine, a former DEA agent. "We gave 
up the drug war In favor of a war 
against communism. In fact we made a 
contitiOuSchaice."(12) 
(co) 
Enctnotes: 
I. Alfred W. McCoy, The Politics of 
Heroin,' CM Complicity Le the Global 
Drug Trade. (Chicago: Lawrence Hill 
Books, 1991 (updated from the Harper 
& Row edition 1972)p. 6. 
2. Jonathan Marshall. Drug Wars 
(Forestville. CA: Cohan & Cohen 
Publishers, 1091)p, 39. 
3. The Editors of RAMPARTS and 
Frank Stowing, Smack! (Harper & 
Row, 1972) pvii. 
(collection of articles reprinted from 
Ramparts Magazine and other manes) 
4. Maxine  Kenny. "Drug Law History, 
Politics and Prohibition." Smack/ 

7, KAUFMAN VS. WWF 

The death of comedian and undefeated 
Inter-Gender Wrestling champion Andy 
Kaufman in 1984 was the result of an 
elaborate plot by the World Wrestling 
Federation to help boost the 'spot's 
sagging popularity and to keep him from 
revealing to the world that pro wrestling is 
faked 

Kaufman first raised the ire of the 
WWF in the late 1970's, when be began 
wrestling women on NBC's "Saturday 
Night Live." The dryness of his humor 
was such that many people could not 
distinguish whether or not be was joking. 

Apparently assuming that he was 
serious the WWF set into motion an 
elaborate plot to first discredit Kaufman 
and ultimately to kill him. Alter repealed 
failures In trying to find a woman who 
could beat Kaufman in the ring, The
WWF bad its heavyweight champion. 
Jerry 'the King' Lawler challenge him to 
a wrestling match. Kaufman, a 
middleweight suffered neck and back 
injuries that would haunt him the rest of 
his short life. Three months later, on 
'Late Night with David Letterman,' 
Lawler slapped Kaufman antes the face. 
The comedian responded by dumping a cup 
of coffee on Lawler and running for his 
life. 

Kaufman was angered by the repeated 
humiliations and threatened to reveal the 
truth about pro wrestling on his next 
"Saturday Night Live" appearance. The 
WWF, oblivious to Kaufman's lack of 
credibility, strong -armed then-SNL 
roducer Dick Ebersol into keeping 

off the air. 
Oo November 20. 1982, SNL held a 

live call-in vote on whether or not to ban 
Kaufman from the show . The audience 
voted 195.544 to 169.186 in favor of 
banning him. Rigging the vote was a 
simple task for the WWF, an empire built 
upon defrauding and deceiving its audience. 

Sensing that Kaufman would not be 
deterred, the organization hired retired 
wrestler Fred Blassie to befriend Kaufman 
and later assassinate him. Kaufman 
interpreting Blassie's friendship as 
acceptance into the wrestling community. 
quickly placed his trust in him. 

Shasta was able to convince Kaufman 
to scuttle his plans for exposing pro 
wrestling as a fraud and inspired Kaufman 
to produce a video starring the two of 
them. 

Ironically enough, "My Breakfast 
with Blassie' the video that Blassie 
encouraged Kaufman to make contains the 
most incriminating piece of evidence that 
Blassie did in fact kill Kaufman. In the 
video. Slassie can clearly be seen spiking 
Kaufman's coffee with high doses of 
steroids, a practice which he engaged for 
the two years leading up to Kaufman's 
death 

Kaufman died of cancer on May 16, 
1984. only five months after he was 
diagnosed with the disease. Though 
doctors involved refused to <ceeelate on its 
cause, the overuse of steroids was implied. 

Five months after Kaufman's death, 
The World Wrestling Federation and Hulk 
Hogan 'mania' swept the country and 
catapulted pro wrestling to its greatest 
popularity ever. (GM) 

Sources: San Francisco Chronicle, May 
17, 1984, pg. 22 (between the lineal; 'My 
Breakfast with Blassie," Rhino Home 
Video. 
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Dr. Wilhelm Reich is not what 
you could call a household name. But his 
work and the books be wrote to chronicle 
it are certainly not unknown of by those 
who have wished to pursure and study 
them. This is definitely to tbe chagrin of 
the elite scientific community that would 
like to have solitary control of everything 
that develops under its vast canopy. Sound 
familiar, maybe even fanatic? Well Dr. 
Reich had also the (dis)pleasure of being 
one of the first but by no means lasts 

persons to fall victim to what Robert 
Anton Wilson calls in his book by the 
same name - The New inquisition, 

In his 30-some years of scientific 
reesearch he developed a multitude of 
therioes and demonstrated many of them. 
His most famous was the alleged existence 
of a energy characteristic of hving beings 
which he called orgone. He could make it 
rain. championed -ball, work' and therapy 
to cure illnesses and insisted that nuclear 
energy in all its uses was unhealthy for 
humans. He authored numerous books 
including The impulsive Personality, The 
Function of the Orgasm. Character 
Analysis. The Mass Psychology of 
Fascism. The Sexual Revolution, People 
in Trouble, The Murder of Christ, The 
Cancer Blopculty, and others. 

He was denounced by many in 
"respected" science and when members of 
the American Medical Association and 
Amencan Psychoanylitical Association 
pressured the government to procecute 
Retch as a fraud or a "charlatan" be refused 
to admit that the government had any right 
to pass judgement on se_entific theories and 
as a result was convicted only of contempt 
of court. Following the fairly succesful 
defense of his theories in court the 
government was forced to resort to its 
more natural state. In October 1957, 
agents of the U.S. government went to the 
Orgune Institute Press in NYC; seizing all 
of Reicbs books, they loaded them into a 
garbage truck; driving to the Vandivoort 
Street incinerator they preceded to burn 
them. They also managed to smash with 
an as much of the equipment in Dr. 
Reich's research labratory. He shortly 
thereafter was put in prison to die of a 
heart attack after only a few months. It 
world not be until 1967, a full ten years 
Later, that his books could be legally 

Dun Si, Burma's leading opium warlord and heroin manufacturer, in his headquarters at 
Moogmal In the Shan states near the Thal border. February !Sad Purr Cavendish 

(Harper et Row, 1972) p. 108. 
5. Marshall 	p. 39. 
6.. McCoy Ibid.. p. x; p. xv. 
7. Ibid., p. xvii. 
8. Ibid., pp. 288, 307-312, 315, 316, 
318, 321. 
9. Ibid. p. 434. 
10. Rachel Ehrenfekl, Norco Terrorism 
(Basic Books, a division of Harper 
Collins, 1990) p. 46 . 
11. Marshall. Ibid., pp. 47-48. 
12, Ibid., p35. 

8. DR. REICH BOOK BURN 



published in the U.S.. 
IDBRW) 
Source: Wilson, R.A. 	The New 
Inquisition. 3rd priming New Falcon Pub, 
1991 
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9. ALIENS & BLACKOUTS 

ENTIRE EAST COAST 
POWERLESS V. UFOS 

The failure of The Northeast 
Power Grid created one of dei= 
mysteries in the history of 

wrote John G. Fuller in 
his 1966 blockbuster, Incident as 
Eider. "Eighty thousand square miles 
and 36,000.000 people - one-fifth of the 
nation's population - were suddenly 
plunged into Inexplicable darkness. 
Fuller's article for Look magazine 
created wives of =action for a lot of 
obvious masons (since he claimed 
UFOs werethe blackouts cause), and so 
he extended his 1965 article into book 
form. He is a Wean compelling writer. 
but - unfortunately - Fuller's ability to 
pile heaps of convincing testimony and 
official doewnentetion does not cover 
the sad flaw that there it no causal link 
revealed to show that UFOs actually 
caused the New York City Blackout of 
'61 Responsible Journalism feuds 
Fuller to admit such a link is "entirety 
circumstantial," but witnesa these 
cuctundances (whit:al accumulate some 
weight]: 

- "Utility companies looked for 
something to repair. but there was 
nothing" 

- "Utilities were able to restore 
scram with the exact same equipment 
that was in use at the time of the 
blackout." 

- "If there had been a mechanical 
flew, a fire, a breakdown, a short 
circuit, a toppling transmission tower, 
the cause would have been ...detected.' 

• "Chairman of The Rochester Gas 
and Electric Corporation. "We don't 
know what happened to the 200.000 
kilowatt. It just wasn't there." 

. Repairmen feral no lines down. 
FBI and State Troopers sent to 
investigate a report of willful 
destruction outside Syracuse. NY 
found nothing. 

- 5:15 pm: There is something else 
outside Syraeu. se_ At the near instant of 
The Blackout. Weldon Ross is landing 
his plane at Hancock Field. His 
passmger agrees with his desenpUme: a 
huge red ball hovers over the crux of 
New York Power Authority's two 
345.000 Volt high tension power lines. 
Three others see the same object from 
the airstrip. 

-5:25 pm: A Holliston, 
Massachusetts schoolteacher watches 
through binoculars as a brilliant white 
object moves toward the tree line. She 
and her husband concur it's eerie path. 

- 530 pm: David Hague, 17, also 
of Holliston notes identical object 
heading SW. 

- 5:05 pm Mrs. Gerry Falk "1 was 
driving along Mt. Prospect Avenue, 
West Orange, New Jersey...1 noticed a 
red sneak in the sky.alt was shaped like 
a half moon. It was pale red, not like a 
flame...ait lima I thought it was a sky. 
tether." 

- Mrs. Sol Kaplan of Central Perk 
West, NYC: "1 looked out the 
windiew...1 saw a biz circular dome - It 
was flying, but going up and down and 
sideways. It was silvery laaking...1 was 
laden; through bincculars...-  

Life photographer Arthur 
Rickerty took a dramatic picture of The 
New York City Skyline Just after The 
Blackout_ In the western sky, a 
brilliant silvery object appears ties has  

not in any satisfactory way been 
explained after it appeared in the 
November 19, 1965 issue of Time.." 
Rickerby thinks it is an alien craft 

Fuller interviewed over 60 people 
claiming to have seen UFOs. In the 
process of reviewing his voluminous 
transcripts. Fuller found 73 citations in 
which UFOs appeared in the vicinity of 
high voltage power lines. However you 
wish to interpret the Great Blackout of 
'65, Fuller's explanation is probably the 
coolest. Other cool discoveries here art 
the "aliens an ice" at Wright-Patterson 
AFB, Dayton, Ohlo. Also notable: Air 
Force regulations concerning UFO case 
deliberation: 

10, COD NOT DEAD 
Contrary to reports from FILTH staff writer 
Freldrtch Nietzsche, dateline Switzerland, 
God is NOT dead! Secret files smuggled out 
of the Vatican by a disgruntled Choirboy, 
escaping the arthritic claws of clerical 
pederasts. has provided our man in Rome 
with the following information: God is 
being kepi in a secret laboratory 2000 feet 
beneath the Vatican in cryogenic suspended 
animation. There are no plans to revive 
hint. however, as the Pope wishes for no 
challenge to his authority. t-NIF & RO) 

II. HEMP 

Hemp is the Earth's premier renewable 
resource. It has been harvested for 10,000 
years. According to Jack Herds book 
The Emperor Wears No Clothes, from 
75% to 90% of the worlds paper was 
made with cannabis hemp. And 70% to 
90% of all rope was made from hemp 
until 1937 when it was replaced with 
petrochemical fibers, Hemp seeds are 
high in protein and have been used in a 
myriad rot' industrial oils. Extracts from 
the !eaves and flowers of the hemp plant 
have been used for centuries in a variety 
of heating tonics and medicines. And the 
relaxational effects of cannabis hemp are 
well 'mown, Why, in 1937, would the 
United States government suddenly 
outlaw such a completely useful plant: 
one that's played such an important role in 
the evolution of human culture and 
civilization! Was it a conspiracy or had 
hidden dangers really been discovered 
that posed a threat to public safery...Yom 
decide. 

HEMP IN THE USA 
Hemp runs through the very fabric of 

America. According to Emperor, the first 
marijuana law in America was CIFICIOCI in 
1619 in Jamestown Virginia. ordering all 
fanners to grow Hemp. Fines were levied 
against those who refused to grow it. 
According ID Herer, "Cannabis hemp was 
legal tender in most of the Americas from 
1631 until the early 1800's," ip.1) So. no 
wonder. you could pay your taxes with 
Cannabis hemp throughout America for 
ever 200 years. And. hemp helped fuel 
the American Revolution when Ben 
Franklin started the fine paper mill in 
America with hemp. This allowed 
America to have a free oaloraal press 
without hiving to get supplies from 
England. Among other things, virtually 
all flags and canvas were made from 
hemp fiber, the first and second drafts of 
the Declaration of Independence were 
written on hemp paper, and Abraham-
Lincoln's wife Mary Todd came from 
Kentucky's riches hemp growing family. 

After the Civil War, cotton replaced 
hemp as the country's most popular fabric 
due to the cotton gin which made canon  

production cheaper. However, hemp 
remained America's second most popular 
fabric, unul nylon came alone to replace 
IL 

"A NEW BILLION DOLLAR 
CROP" 

In February 1938, in an article tided 
"New Billion Dollar Crop'. Popular 
Mechanics introduced the first fully 
operational mechanical hemp Ether 
stripping machine. The machine, called 
the decarricator, separated the hemp fiber 
strands from the 'woody herds". 
Suddenly, it was possible to manufacture 
hemp paper mechanically and with less 
cost, waste of fiber, and pollution than 
paper made from wood pulp. Popular 
Mechanics wrote lengthy descriptions of 
the ainues of hemp fa:min, including the 
fact that "10,000 acres devoted to hemp 
will produce as much paper as 40.000 
acres of avenge [wood] pulp land" 

THE HEARST CONNECTION 
William R. Hearst owned mass 

quantities of timber acreage. He. along 
with de rest of the timherlpulp industry 
"stood to lose billions of dollars and 
perhaps go bankrupt" with the invention 
of the hemp decorticator machine. So 
what did he do? He turned his newspapers 
into a propaganda machine against that 
evil weed marijuana with headlines taw, 
'Marijuana makes fiends of boys after 30 
days: Hasheesh Goads Users To Blood 
Lust"! He often quoted Harry Anslinger, 
the newly appointed head of the newly 
formed Federal Bureau of Narcotics 
IFBN), whose favorite line was, "Lf the 
hideous mouser Frankenstein came face 
to face with the monster marijuana he 
would drop dead of fright." In fact, 
Hearst coined the word marijuana simply 
by using It so often in his papers. The 
term, marijuana is foreign. Las easier to 
whip up fear about something dons 
foreign. Hearst preyed on the public's fear 
of drug addiction that had reigned since 
the popularity of morphine and heroin in 
the 20*s and 30's had amassed over 
"200,000 heroin addicts in the U.S. 
alone". States one headline, New Dope 
Lure. Marijuana, has Many Victims'. 
According to Jack Herat. Hearst 
deliberately placed articles on the front 
page about a car accident In which a joint 
was found in the back seat, while reports 
about alcohol induced accidents were 
buried in the back pages. 

DUPONT INVENTS NYLON 
After the cod of World Warl, the 

DuPont Co.. which had been a 
manufacturer of explosives and 
ammunition, was looking for peace time 
uses for plastics and artificial fibers. They 
poured millionS into research which 

resulted in the invention of nylon and 
rayon. Nylon became an unnatural 
substitute to hemp rope, and Rayon 
became a popular clothing material. The 
DuPont Co. waxed poetic about the 
virtues of these 'mired." man made 
fibers in their annual reports to their stock 
holders. If hemp had been allowed to 
provide direct competition to DuPont's 
synthetic fibers, chances are "811% of 
DuPont's business would never have 
coma to be; no would a great majority of 
the pollution (which has] inflicted our 
NW and SE rivers ever have occurred: 

THE MARIJUANA TAX ACT 
In 1937. Congress passed the 

Marijuana Tax Act, which effectively 
outlawed cannabis hemp by imposing a 
restrictive tax on it. Suddenly, growers 
had to register with the government 
Buyers and sellers had to get through 
miles of bureaucratic red tape, and it was 
a federal crime for failure to comply with 
the new law. The federal tax was S100 for 
selling an ounce or less of cannabis hemp 
to an unregistered buyer. At the time. in 
1937, legal cannabis hemp sold for 52 a 
pound. "In 1992 dollars, the federal tax 
would be roughly 52,000 per ounce." So. 
as the demand foe hemp dned up, farmers 
stopped harvesting it and hemp paper 
never competed with wood pulp paper. 
Just as hemp rope never gave the 
synthetic petroleum based nylon a rim for 
its money. 

Conspiracy or Coincidence? 
lust how did Congress suddenly 

become convinced to restrict hemp 
commerce? In fem., just 7 years prior LO 
passing the Marijuana Tax Act. the 
'United States government formed the 
Slier Commission. in 1930. to study the 
effects of marijuana of off duty 
servicemen stationed in Panama. The 
commission found no dangerous, or long 
lasting effects from recreational 
marijuana use, and recommr.rided against 
imposing penalties for using it 

According to Jack Herer, a series of 
secret meetings were held in which 
various prohibitive tax laws against hemp 
were drafted and debated. Hera suggests 
that DuPont and Hearst worked together 
with Harry Anslinger, the head of the 
Federal Bureau of Narcotics. Anslingee 
was appointed to this post by Treasury 
Secretary Andrew Mellon, the chair of the 
Mellon Bank of Pittsburgh. DuPont's 
primary financial backer. Anslinge- used 
his political power to sway Congress to 
vote for the hemp tax. He dismissed the 
AMA's arguments that there ware 
hundreds of medical uses for cannabis. 
Others testified against the tax, too, 
including the National Oil Seed Co. 
which urged the House Ways and Means 
Committee to reconsider effectively 
outlawing a plant mats been in we since 
the dawn of civilization. The hearings 
were dominated by Analinger, howenr, 
who read excerpts from Hearst's 
newspaper articles where he was quoted 
extensively, extolling the evils of 
marijuana. "Marijuana is the most 
violence causing drug in the history of 
mankind", said Anslinger. Congress 
passed the tax, and it was only a matter of 
time before marijuana was completely 
outlawed, thanks to Aoslingers furious 
lies. Herer contends that the big 
industrialists and multimillionaire big 
shots like DuPont and Hearst. and Mellon 
knew in advance that the hemp 
decorticator and harvesting machines 
were being developed. So they got 
together to smear hemp by calling it 
marijuana. and spreading lies about its 
effects on otherwise imam= people. 

All quotes ere from Jack Here's book 
The Emperor Wears No Clothes. For a 
complete, detailed, and well researched 
account of the conspiracy to outlaw hemp 
I highly recommend Emperor. It's 
available from HEMP Publishing 5632 
Van Nuys Blvd.. Van Nuys, Ca. 91401 
fur 514.95 plus tai. ILL) 
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MAN AIMS rifle with telescopic sight at 
Kennedy Camera zooms in for an extreme 
close-up. Scene shifts to the objective lens 
of the telescopic sight. A reflection of en 
emotionless face in freeze-frame can be 
teen in the lens of the sight. This face then 
metamorphoses into another fate with a 
wild-eyed . devilish grin. This face then 
disappears. and then light begins to 
emanate from within the sight. This 
emanation gives the impression that the 

telescopic -slant has now become the 
projection lens Ida movie projector. 

Ar t tR LAMRITague is nicked by a stray 
bullet. scene changes to Clay Shaw 
holthung an umbrella over his head. 
Several frames  later the scene changes to a 
younger dark-haired man holding an 
umbrella over his own bead. 

14. U SATAN A 

Satan and the US Government 
USA- United Satanic Alliance. The Eagle 
actually being the Pheniox, rising from 
the ashes, clutching an 'olive sprig" with 
13 leaves. The Washington Monument 
representing a giant phallus, used in Baal 
worship. The Pentagon: a beaurocratic hell 
machine, dictating death and sacrifice 
around the world. but meanwhile housing 
Satan in its vast Lab:rands below (read 
the Minotaur...). (StvEM) 
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15. YOU TAX AT WORK 

AS A (Army Security Agency): 
Mot:dots electronic transmissions_ 

C/A (Central Intelligence Agency): 
Created to gather and analyse foreign 
intelligence. 

C1AB (Couruer-Intelligence Analysis 
Branch!: U.S. Army spy-catchers. 

COINTELPRO (Counter-Intelligence 
Program): FBI program that illegally spied 
on and disrupted U.S. dissident groups. 

DEA (Drug Enforcement Agency): 
Heads U.S. "War oe drugs'.  

DIA (Defense Intelligence Agency): 
Dept. of Defense version of CIA. 

FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation). 
The nation's primary domestic law-
enforcement agency. 

ilnterdepartmenal Information 
and Intelligence Unit): the (SD's 
Intelligence unit. 

1GRS (Intelligence Gathering and 
Retieval Service)thttelligence instillment 
of the IRS; used tax information to 
"neutralize" dissident pottiest' groups in the 
U.S. suspended in 1975. 

ISA (Intelligence Support Activity): 
Supersecret operations group that even the 
CIA cadet know about; disbanded in 1985. 

1SD (Internal Security Divisian): 
Jusuce Department outfit that monitors 
"subversives-. 

LEJU (Law Enforcement Intelligence 
Unit): Highly accretive private intelligence 
network that gathers information about 
-radicaLs". 

MID (Military Intelligence Group): 
Investigates military penonell. 

NSA (National Security Agency): 
Ultra secret: monitors communications 
worldwide; can listen in on 450.000 calls 
simultaneously. 

NSC (National Security Council): The 
command poet for covert operations run by 
the military. 

ON1 (Office of Naval Intelligence): 
The Navy's spies. 

Front. It's a Conspiracy! By Michael 
Litchfield (Earth Works Press, 1992) 

16 MOON MASQUERADE 

ONE GIANT STEP FOR. So I 
picked up We Never Went to the Moon 
by Bill Kayoing and hey. I think it's a 
Hoot. Kaysing was a Rocketdynt Co. 
quality control engineer who quit in 1963-
a whistieblower type. Rocketdyne made 
the engines for the Apollo program and 
tested them In the mountains near the San 
Fernando Valley where I was a pup. 
Kaysing actually does a good job 
reporting on what a bunch of hype NASA 
was, as part of ye °hie Military Industrial 
Complex. I admit he got to me, on one 
point- they could have made en X out of 
mylar strips to reflect sunlight that would 
have been visible proof to anyone with a 
small telescope. NASA said they didn't 
make any visible marker on the Moon for 
ENVIRONMENTAL and AESTHETIC 
reasons. That did it! NASA? The agency 
that wants to put Billboards in Space and 
use H-bombs to strip-mine the Moon? 
Kayoing describes an little-cluonicled 
subculture of rampant engineers in the 
1950s drinking on the job, sexually active 
on the Test Site. making patio supports 
out of rocket steel. Fun- but lunar-
capable He finds fault with the pictures-
no stars, Inconsistent shadows. etc. Also 
no crater or disturbance below the Lunar 
Landing Module. despite the 30,000 lb. 
thrust rocket engine generating heat of 
5000 degrees. Well, maybe Bill has 
something after all. He does some 
coverage of dissent inside NASA,  
astranauts and engineers who openly 
declared the project a crock. Kaysing 
speculates the MoonFakers Operating on 
the Nevada Test Site. with special effects 
honed on Stanley Kubritka 2001 movie. 
Astronauts film fake moon landing. 
Astronauts drink. gamble in Las Vegas 
while the space =ft is sent into a parking 
orbit then jettisoned into the South Polar 
Sea. Fresh from the buffet tables of the 
Dunes Casino. the astronauts are installed 
in the re-entry vehicle and dropped into 
the Pacific from a C-5 cargo plane for 
their splashdown and recovery. Could be. 
AU I can actually prove is that in 1969, 
Richard Nixon said we landed on the 
moon. (FR) 

17. SUPERSCAM 

Needing a quick-fix solution after 
Time/Warner execs told them to raise 
their market share or lose their jobs. the 
staff of DC Comics announced the death 
of Superman. Miss media °atlas treated 
it as major news. Network programs 
included the Super Hero in year-end 
roundups of (real) celebrities who had 
died In '92, while The new York Times 
proclaimed that the event' symbolized the 
coming of a more human hero—Bill 
Clinton. Little matter that a similar 
overbauling of the character had been 
trumpeted In the same places a few years 
earlier, or that he was quickly resurrected 
and given a new TV show. in corporate 
controlled news, a comic book cliaracter 
can be represented with the same reality 
as actual people, assuming reality ever 
enters these forums. (EY) 

18 .HOOSIER HOMEGROWN 

DAN QUAYLE'S DOPE DEALER. 
THE SPEEDWAY BOMBER. 

Lawschool can get a Little boring at 
Indiana University, so why not kick 
back and light that magic-jay- bone, or 
maybe have an Acid party at your Frat 
house. 
Maybe that's what Dan Quayle was 
thinking...scrving his time in Southern 
Indiana...not really thinking too much 
about his fulure...tno bad his dealer was 
Brett Kimberlin. aka The Speedway 
Bomber. 
Brett Kimberlin was convicted m 1979, of 
drug smuggling and explosive charges for 
a macs of bombings around Indianapolis. 
in a suburb called Speedway (named after 
the Indianapolis 500 race track). 
He planted green hefty bags loaded with 
explosive charges around the area; people 
who happened to stumble upon them 
tended to get blown-up. 
Caught, he was sentenced to a 57 year 
prison term, (his release is Feb. 1994). 
Four days before the 1988 Presidential 
election, he tried to hold a press 
conference, claiming that he had once 
sold pat to Dan Quayle. He was 
quietly returned to his cell and held in 
solitary confinemeni 
Brett Kimberlin has now filed a lawsuit. 
claiming that the Bush/Quayle 
campaign was involved in a conspiracy 
to silence him, with the help of 1. 
Michael Quinlln, the "highest 
(no pun intended) official of the 
Bureau of Prisons" claiming that his 
first amendment rights had been 
violated. 
Orders from the Justice Departments 
director of public affairs, Lays W. 
Miller Jr. claimed that Kimberlin's life 
was in danger, although unverified. 
Quinlin states that Kimberlin is the only 
known inmate to be placed in solitary on 
orders from a bureau director. 
Kimberlin stayed in solitary from the 
friday before the Tuesday election, until 
six days after the election. (sourcea: J. B. 
Adams, Stephan Lehman. NY Times, 
(SMN) 

19. RAY SPAGO 

13. OWES TRIP 

SBLIMNL MSSGS N LVR STN'S JFK 

The following are examples of subliminal 
images that appear in the film JFK. Dean 
Grace compiled this list using the slow 
motion and freeze-frame controls on a 
VCR. Excerpted from Secret and 
Suppressed, Edited by Jim Kieth (Feral 
House. 1993) 
GARRISON QUESTIONS homosexual 
convict O'Keefe. In the flashback 
homosexual puny scenes there appears a 
full-screen subliminal skull, then a rat in a 
cage. and then an image of a skull in the 
backtround over Shaw'. raised left hand. 
.41l this can only be caught by advancing 
the genie frame by frame. 

DURING A carnival parade, an American 
flag is lowered to expose a huge human 

SEEN [N David Ferries apartment 
following his death are a skull. rats and 
religious figurines. 

GARRISON TRAVELS to Washington 
D.C.. to meet with former intelligence 
agent. "X." Leaving the Lincoln Memorial 
Garrison moms an umbrella and raises ii 
over his head. Agent "X" instantly 
recognizes Giantism, and their talk begins. 
Puserby likewise open their umbrellas. 
though it does not appear to be raining. 

WHILE 'X" gives Garrison a short lesson 
in geopolitics and nuclear war, the 
Whittington Monument in the background 
appears like it has become an ICBM about 
to lift off. complete with yellow exhaust 
fumes. 

A MAN in a dark suit passes by the three 
tramps and tins a secret hand sign for the 
tramps benefit. 

DURING WILLY O'Keefe's testimony an 
the witness stand, scene flashes to a 
homosexual meeting between Shaw and 
O'Keefe. Above Shaw's left hand in the 
corner of the screen is the image of a 
human skull. A frame-by-frame analysis 
reveals that the stoat opens its mouth in 
horror, and seems like it is about to 
explode 

KENNEDY WAVES as his car passes 
through Dealey Plena Scene momentarily 
shifts to a close-up of a man wearing 
eyeglasses similar to Garrison's. The image 
of a four-legged, deer-like animal moves 
across the reflection of the glasses. A 
gunshot cracks out. 
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20.CREATE YER OW 

Who set the foe that left a hundred 
hipsters homeless? On Saturday. 
November 27th, a fire consumed a block of 
houses at Haight and Pierce St in San 
Francisco. Do you buy the single arson 
theory? Dr do you think it was combined 
effort by Mayor Frank imslan. the SFPD & 
the CIA? 

Haw about major labels? There are 
those who consider Beevis and Bunhead 
likely suspects. San lose depelopers? 
Speeriftesks? Loser Musicians? Hippies? 
Punks? Beatniks? Fillmore Anti-
Gentrification Association? Lee Harvey 
Oswald? 

Donations for the fire victims are now 
being collected at Used Rubber, at 575 
Haight St. Give it up for the Haight St. 
burn outs! 

2L LLUMINAUSEOUS 

Whit on you say about a shape changing 
secret society that has been with us since 
the dawn of time. Not much, except if 
you're paranoid, you're probably one of 
them... 
The Illuminati are a secret society who's 
goals of worldwide dominion ate to be 

carried out by the means of being cited as 
reference material in every book ever 

printed. 
(sources: every book with Illuminati in 

the glossary-ha. you'll probably use this 
for reference material...quit looking at 

22. ACM MICA SAYS 

At some point in the undetermined 

future the Pope, who is really the Antichrist, 

using the armies of the United States of 
Europe, will force everyone to put the UPC 

code on their foreheads Of right forearms 

without which they will be denied the right 
to trade, buy or sell. Eventually those 
without the code will be executed in mobile 

guillotine carts which will roam through the 
suburbs of the civilized world." (IDs 
*Jack Chic 
The Book of Revelation 

23. FRED RINNE 

"PROUD SPONSOR OF THE 
RUSH LIMBAUGH SHOW, 
PRODUCED BY ROGER 
AISLES 	-- CAMPAIGN 
DIRECTOR FOR NLXON. 
FORD. REAGAN AND 
BUSH."(FR) 

or 
an 
U.1 
O. 
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24. AUNTIE-MAO-MA 

Findings of the Crunchy Corporation 

This computer simulation shows 
how, given the current and past 
changes in logo design, the fornilior 
face of "Aunt Jemima" will come to 
resemble that of Moo Tse Tang. Our 
model shows that it will take 20 yearn 
for the transformation to take place. 
With the emergence of Communist 
Chino as an economic and military 
superpower early in the next century, it 
is almost certain that even the most 
saved of our institutions will tall prey to 
the propaganda of this ruthless 
totalitarian regime. Are American 
Areal products safe from Communist 

infiltration? You decide. 

About the 

Crunchy Corporation. 

Among CIA affiliated anti-
Communist think-tanks, The 
Crunchy Corporation has stood 
alone in its safeguarding of 
American breakfast products. It 
began shortly after World War 2, 
the brainchild of former OSS 
agent Glen Moore If the oft 
repeated wisdom -brealefest is 
the most important meal of die 
day" is true. Moore was it's 
champion. 

Today, this well-imown secret group 
provides papers and research studies for 
military and private civilian use. A recent 
tautly paper was e,ntitleds'It's always 
morning in America.' To some however. 
this research belongs in the lunatic fringe 
of the Twilight Zone. 	
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26. WHAT ABOUT BOB? 

Robert F. Kennedy was killed 

with a bullet fired into his bead on 11111e B. 

1968. Richard Nixon had already lost the 

presidency once to a Kennedy. Now five 

years later it's another one. ready to take 

his place in the White House. Dick would 

not be deprived again. So another 

Kennedy, Robert and another patsy, Sirhan 

Bishara Sirhan, marched into history 

together. 

Eh& 
-The coroner who located the fatal 

wound, Thomas Noguehi, was rued from 

his job. After a hearing, the misconduct 

charges against Men were found baseless 

and he was returned to work_ 
-Four days prior to the 

assassination Seam has been identified as 

entering Kennedy's campaign and when 

asked if he needed help be pointed directly 

at Khaiber Khan and said "I'm with him.' 

At the time Khaiber Khan wss perhaps the 

greatest world-wide secret agent. When 

q testioried about their association Khan 

gave some misleading responses and U.S. 

intelligence oddity left aim alone. 

-Shnn's gun could only hold 

eight bullets. Seven bullets were dug out 

of bodies, an eighth was traced through 

two ceilings into airspace, and two more 

were found lodged in the door frame of the 

pantry by LAPD and FBI personnel. For 

some reason the door frame was burned, 

the LAPD claimed no bullets were found 

in the bullet holes, and two spent shells 

(inexplicably [explicably dug out of wood) were soon 

found in Sirhan's car front seat. The 

LAPD then destroyed their records of the 

Leas done on the "bullet boles" in the door 

It is ao coincidence that this 

killing reeks of the same putrid stench that 

surrounds the assassination of JFK. All 

ie pieces were there, a big city police 

f orce fLAPDS. the FBI. CIA. Military 

Intelligence. and Richard M. Nixon. a 

workiog model had already been 

successfully constructed. This ume it 
seems even more impossible that It WM 

gotten away With ax the evidence and 

ivesugation was rivallog if uot worse 

than the "Lone Gunman-Magic Bullet-

Lost Brain" fiasco Met followed .IFK's 

murder. 
-Powder burns on Kennedy's 

clothing revealed that all three wounds 

were fired from MO Ler LEM inches away. 

Adl witnesses claim this would have been 

npossible for Sirhan to have done 

because not a single person saw him 

closer than three feet away. 
-Tbe bullet that killed Robert 

Kennedy came from behind his head, All 

Um bullets hit Kennedy on the back right 

side and Were travelling forward relative to 
his body. Kennedy was walking towartts 

Sirhan, he was always facing forward 

during the shots. it would be impossible 

f tr bullets from Sirhan's gun to have 

e iteted Kennedy in such the way thai doey 

frame. 
- It is obsious that Sirhan did 

fire at Kennedy, but the angle of the gun, 

as verified by witnesses and the number of 

shots fired by him before be was tackled 

by Rosie Grier (yes, the crocheting 

football player) make it extremely 

unlikely that be was the only person firing 

and simply impossible that he fired the 

lethal shot he was convicted of. 
-Thane Eugene Cesar was 3 

plumber (maybe we should stem worrying 

about the Masons and start worrying about 

the plumbers) 3r Lockheed. who according 

In a friend worked in 'off limit' areas open 

only to "special people." He also 

apparently had ties to right-wing groups 

and was admittedly no fan of Kennedy. 

Cesar was moonlighting as a security 

guard and was the seine guard who was 
pressed up against Kennedy's back O&M 

side and was holding Kennedy's right arm 

in his left hand Els Sirhan jumped out and 

Cued his first two shots. Cesar was 

witnessed to and has admitted to drawing 

his gust but has denied firing it. Though in 

The Second Gun, a documentary by 

journalist Ted Chasse, the same friend of 

Cesars says the security guard did time but 

was afraid of the "repercussions." Thane 

Cesar owned a r  (the caliber of Sirhaes 

gun's, but said he sold it before the 

assassination. Then he said he sold it after 

the assignation. Then the gun was stolen 

(rem the new owner_ 
-Then there is the "woman in the 

polka-dot dress' and the man 

accompanying her who were witnessed 
with Sirhan at a firing range and directly 

before and after the shooting of Kennedy. 

A young W0111311 named Sandra Serrano 
was one of three people to witness a 
shapely woman in a polka-dot dress 

fleeing from the scene with a smile on her 

fact and stating ''We shot bin." as she 

passed her on the back sues. Serrano was 

the only person lo stick by the story and 

was rewarded with weeks of intensive. 

often abusive questioning by the LAPD. 

After endless threats and coercion the 

twenty year old chairperson of Youth for 

Kennedy finally cracked. The LAPD 

wasted no time in declaim/ that Seranno's 

story was "pure fabncation." The nearly 

forty people who saw Sirhan and the 

mysterious couple at the firing range 

before noon that day had all their 

information discredited by a topless bar 

waitress who was associated with several 

LAPD officers. She said it was her and her 

husband that had innocently met Sirhan at 

the range; her testimony was totally 

contradictory to that of the other witnesses 

to both the time of day and occurrence of 

events. Even We rangemaster was fired a 

week later. 
—Sitters remembers absolutely 

nothing about Me assassination. lea as if a 

enure segment of his memory Is erased. 

The last thing be remembers is having 



3L SAFE-OF-A 
THE ALARMING TRUTH! 

This morphine study Mut/rams how 
MegaCorpomte* Mergers have only 
just begun. Considering the recent past, 
this picture can only become more 
disturbing to the average consumer. 
Over time though, The Bank of Safeway 
will most fik*r appear o convenience 
to shopper/members, particularly after 
the marketing division has mollified this 

already unskeplicol bunch. 
* * e******ese•e********* 
About The Crispy Institute 

The Crispy Institue operates on the 
reasoning that a little paranoia can 
be a dangerous thing. but that 
paranoia taken to Its logical 
conclusion can be really scaly. A 
little-known 'public interest" think-
tank, The Crispy Institute examines 
the bloodstains on every corporate 
floor in America. They see thier 
mission as exageraeing the ominous 
reality of One World Corporation 
Theology. Watch for an upcoming 
expose on the Costcon3CCi 
connection. 
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P■11 1M IL Ah. MI S. any such UFOs; third, to expisun or 
identify all UFO sightless." 

3.-Base Command: 
"will report all information and 

evidence." 
4.-Intapreumon of eiedence. 
'rests with Air Force System' 

Command, Foreign Technology 
Division at Wright-Patterson 
Dayton.° 

5:Release of information allowed 
via: 

"Office of Information of The 
Office of The Secretary of The Air 
Force.' 

6.-Except Base Commander may: 
"release information to the mess ce 

to the general public only after a 
positive identification of the righting as 
a familiar Cr known sighting." 

7.-Overall: 
"Air Force activities must reduce 

the percentage of unidentifieds to a 

8.-Lastly. e200-2 warns: 
Air Force personnel...wiLl not 

contact private individual' on UFO 
Gales nor will they discuss their 
operations or function with 
unauthorized persons unless so 
directed, and than only on a need to 
know basis.' 

(5) 
ones with a woman. Them arc several 

things connected to Sirhan's unusual 
mental state. As a jockey. Sirhan received 
a head injury in 1966 and may have 
become one of the mast deeply 
hypnotizable people In the world. He was 
later to explore several "mind control' 
groups and it LI the= that the CIA may 
have become interested In him. In 1968 a 
doctor named William Jennings Bryan. 
who was said to be the "evil genius" of 
hypnotism, his tics to the CIA were 
known and is said to have boasted that 
both Sirhan and Albert Di Salvo, the 
Boston Strangler were amongst his 
clients. Interestingly enough he would 
also serve as the technical consultant on 
the film version of The Manchurian 
Candidate. Notebooks found in Sithan's 
apartment that he also fails to remember 
waiting in contain what is seemingly 
automatic trance-writing; in these he 
scribbled repeatedly "My determination to 
eliminate RFK is becoming more and 
more of an unshakable obsession" and 
`Pay to the order of one hundred thousand 
dolltue" sad "Salvo Di De Salvo Die S 
Salvo.-  Could these just be a couple of 
examples of how seriously manipulated 
Sirhan had been prior to his autessination 
xitempt But no matter what the causes of 
his trances and erased segments of 
memory, and despite his claims that he 
acted alone, the evidence of his teamwork 
with Kbaiber Khan and the Polka-Dot 
Woman. along with the overwhelmingly 
certainty of another gun pumping the fatal 
slams into RFK (eons behind, prove that 
Sirhan did sot act alone, and played the 
second decoy patsy for an assassination 
network that clearly extended to the 
highest reaches of the U.S. government 
CDERW) 
Sources: Vankin. Jonathan Conspiracies, 
Cover-Ups and Crimes Paragon House 
1991 
Anonymous pamphlet. 

28. JACKIE HAULS ASS 

Among the obscenities for which 
comedian Lenny Bruce was found gully in 
New York in 1964. was his comment that 
"Jacqueline Kennedy is hauling ass at the 
moment of the late President's 
assassination." One year later. Bruce 
explained this comment in his peoultimsw 
petformance. 

"1 taw at the time, in Time magazine, 
some distortions. I said. I believe when 
the president was killed and the governor 
got it and the old lady (Jackie Kennedy') 
hauled ass to save her ass, I saw some  

different captious in the pictures. 
"Now on the first picture I saw. It 

said she was helping 1:the Secret Service 
agent) aboard (the Cart The guy wasn't 
lost. He didn't get a medal for being 
helped aboard the car. She hauled ass to 
save her ass! 

'And the problem with saying she 
was helping the guy aboard, is that if my 
daughter ever 311E with her husband and he 
got shot and she hauled aas, stied always 
feel low and guilty. because she wasn't 
like the good woman who stayed. And the 
people don't stay. You cant make the 
false image and make my daughter pay the 
dues. 

' In face what did happen there and 
I'm sure is that the chick was panicked 
and she heard 'We've been en, lets get out 
of twee Well, she dldnt know Let's get 
out of hem" meant to get our of the line of 
floe, so she went to get out of the car.' 

Lenny Bruce went bankrupt frier, the 
legal fees involved In fighting his three 
obscenity trials. He died of a heroin 
overdose in 1965. (GM) 

Sources: 'The Lenny Enloe Performance 
Film," Vestron Video; "The Almost 
Unpublished Lenny Bruce." Running 
Press, Philadelphia. PA_ 

29. NO. 200-2 

0209-2 INTERNAL POLICY 
BREEF (dated 7-2042): 

1.-UFOs by defmition: 
"Any aerial phenomena. airborne 

ohject or objects which are unknown or 
appear out of the ordinary to the 
observer because of performance, 
aerodynamic characteristics, or unusual 
features" 

2.- AF objectives concerning 
UFOs: 

'Air Force interest in UFOs is 
three-fuld. Firm as a possible threat to 
the security of The United Stases and its 
forces: second, to determine the 
tecbmcal or scientific characteristics of 

30. FREE ENERGY 

Try this experiment_ Ask a friend what 
they know about Nikola Tale and - odds 
are even - they'll give you a blank 
expression before saying: 

'Uh. you mean. tat band?" 
Aargh! No! The scientist! 
If you happen to be one of belle..." 

group , well, here's a brief run-down: 
Becoming famous at the turn of the 

century as The Archetypical Mad Scientist 
for his many inventions - today - most 
people have much memory of the man. At 
least some have beard or a Testa Coil, those 
a-azy-looking-towers-of-ixipper-end-wire-
that-seed-cruemillkeeplus-Voltseeedramat i 
c-noisy-fat-imarled-crackling-sLmams-of-
Frankenstein-laletype-no-shiereaelightning 
bolts. Yeah. you know - those things... 

Theactual purpose of which was to 
demonstrate the Weems of high frequency 
thigh Voltage energy production. The 
alternating current motor was another of 
many accemplishmerus. It's the tine which 
he was probably screwed over and exploited 
for the MOIL The one thing that elevated 
him to the ranks of top scientist of all time, 
it earned him wide-spread respect and fame. 

Unfortunately, TP-112'S "reseal" would 
not generally be known until 10-15 years 
after his death_ It was only until further 
advancements is electrical science had been 
made that it became apparent that Telsa was 
indeed responsible for many advances in the 
developemnet of electrical power 
production. transmission and use in the 
modern city. In other words bob. no Testa, 
no toaster...dig? , 

Look, how much do you know mom 
the guy? I don't really remember hearing 
much about hum in scbeol Why? Well, the 
fact that he worked for that fucker Edison 
probably didn't help much. Yeah, yeah. I 
know. Edison was a genius in tbe truest 
sense. However, that didn't stop him from 
being a fucker nonetheless. Edlson's DC 
power motor was the source of all the 
electricity being used in the US at the time. 
When Testa introduced his much more 
energy efficient AC motor it created 
supression by Edison (fueled by pro 
jealousy and competetica - at least initially). 
Edison DC turbine necessitated one power 
station per 5 square miles. Tesla's is still in 
use one DC turbine system lighting the 
entire Eastcoart In addition, many people 
feel that Niknla Tests was the inventor of 
radio l!!!). Rocket? No Tesle, ;to times 

Altough Marconi was officially 
credited with this invention, he probably 
couldn't have accomplished the feat without 
his use of Testis patent for wireless 
trammission of radio waves which were 
developed by him a decade earlier. 
Daaaanm! 

Okay, so you want coespiracies? Fuck' 
There's ems of 'em surrounding this guy, far 
too many to put into synopsis here_ He was 
too mach of rai ecceturic, too much of a 
genuis. and just plain too far ahead his 
Lime. He could visualize machines and 
tool them in a shop without plans and they 
were always built as imagined. functioning 
perfectly . In Ma fucking bead, mind you! 
(Nle 

- Tata Man Out of Time. Margaret 
Cheney. Dell Books, 1981.  
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35.1-900-NIXON 

In the accepted history of Watergate, 
a clear-cut good vs. evil story to bud out. 
Nixon tries to saboLoge the Demotuats, 
gets caught red-handed, and thanks to the 
help of Liberal hot shot reporter Bob 
Woodward. is flushed out of the White 
House. Two books that stand all this on its 
bead arc Secret Agenda, by Brian 
Hougan and Silent Coup, by Colodny and 
Gatlin. Both try to find out who Bob 
Woodward is, and who his anonymous 
source 'Deep Throat' was. First off. 
Woodward is foisted off on the public aa a 
sensitive, lefto kinds guy; Nein! Actually. 
4 years of Yale, really conservative. 
member of Book and Snake society then 4 
yearn of Navy. Not as a disaffected hash- 

37. „gr. IV% A V 112 C.:10 E 111.,C ■ r•ta 
Cewet-of tint lain Pasizeird.. 

THE AMAZING PULL-OUT 
TOTAL-WORLD-CONSPIRACY 
MOEBIUS FLOW-CHART 

KENT MYERS 

34. ELF 

The large black top of the Federal 
Balding in San Emcum, !Doke like a giant 
na-conditiorung vine 50 feet tall comprising 
the =um sop of the building. It is acnaally ■ 
RADAR. Microwave, and radio temper= 
shield for in array of commtmicumas 
devices on the roof of the building. Such 
blears on top of eoverameto buildings ev 
nothing unusual. it oink necessary tii'vieuedly 
stied everybody that suet buildings also 
are liken... of Orwell's 'Ministry of 
hafarmation (read: CIA). And as Mach are in 
need . of systems of communication 
independent of civilian medium. Which. 
anyway. would be purposely interrupted in 
any merino can of civil UDSeet_ 

If DI iMpallaIrt IO Date three facts a this 
point, the purpose of which will Dame clear 
in the end Fast, the Federal Building is 
locausd m the base of a broad hill It is an the 
low rim of thin hill where Sea Francisco's 
Skid Row' district. the Tenderloin' uneasily 
rear. And so the Federal budding can be 
seen from virtually anyplace in the 
Tenderloin. And let to reverse this thought, 
venally anyplace a the tenderloin may be 
seen from the Federal building. Aod it is 
tin tmunpeded mew which bung, to mind 
the secoed oddly coinciding fact dm Low 
Frequency Electromagnetic euncoons like 
Television hroadcasu will not pass through 
tooth Pam or the barizrmt, nor de they even 
pan very well through buildings. and to 
require a fairly clear shot. unlike higher 
frequency minims like Rader. This ts why 
you have to put TV antennas on the roof. 

Now fact three Extremely Low 
Frequency trommissions, or ELFs have 
been the focus of significant retwareh by the 
military intelligence machines of {eyelid 
governmenu. tocluding our own. ELF 
development for military purposes is based 
en indication. that ELF. at close range re= 
ID CUM aberramore in the thought proemial 
of lauthrin,  Map. such as ballumnetans, 
disordered thought_ undusion. aggression. 
depreision. anger. hopelexamasa Not unlike 
Televirion, a close companion to ELF. to 
the Electromagnetic spectrum. It is not 
difficult to imagine the value of such a 
wampum to our secret government, Sc fond of 
the danthuon of swum., the control and 
aubjugetion of individual", sod of Wm The 
Weans death deuce of paranoid societies 

Now with these throe things in mind, 
comities thia fourth. Stnce I have bed the 
fortune to hva for 3 year. in this nog of MIL 
the Tenderloin. I have noticed something 
very odd_ At taut 15 times I have notmed in 
the morning or early evening a pronounced 
Moiling or humming. Very Sow rod bard to 

ear Something like the sound which some 
can hear of a TV which is on to s room, but 

with the volume off. And on looking for the 
source of this sound, ! feted tint it maned 
to ooze from everywhere and nowhere. In 
other words it seemed to be coming from 
aside my heed. I do not mean this 
figurauvely. I mean that my bead seemed to 
mamma with the vibretion. Aod I felt that 
my thought. were disrupted. The boozing 
seemed to make thoughts fall apart just 
before forming. like mid ar, a vibrating 
metal plate. and I felt vaguely angry. On the 
third or fourtb occurrence of OM. I noticed 
that in the wake of the basin sound, an 
unusual :amber of fights could be beard 
breaking out III around me_ From out on the 
sotto. and from adjoining balchnes, and 
aparnueno, came the shouts std threats of 
people overcome with anger. And I thought, 
though at first it scented to !nimble to 
consider, 'Hadn't ELF test eubjeco reported 
the feeling or sound of buzzing In their 
bracts?' and. 'What bener section of the 
population could be chosen on which to 
conduct ELF experiment'. A large 
percentage of inner tabs, dwellers are 
already an close to the edge that be or she is 
highly likely to erepress any fluctuation of 
mood with a corresponding fluctuation of 
activity which might corms to the mention of 
the Police. In a neighborhood where aberrant 
behavior is common and expected, slight 
increases of such behavior would go 
completely unnoticed. but would be 
detectable by careful obeervatton of 
incoming report. to the Police department. It 
would be unlikely in the extreme that 
anyone would emocinte the orange buzzing 
sound with unaccountable accompanying 
emotional .wings. Impossible that someone 
would suspect mete agent. of 
systematically barraging the politically 
powerless with moot and romeiountese 
altering ELF waves from atop the Pedorel 
Budding. But even if such sc impoenbady 
mane to pees. and allegations were nude, 
would they not rurrommically he discredited 
by the general perception of the poor 
fi.e.Teoderloin inhabitant) as mentally 
unnahle, alcoholic, drug addicted and of the 
government la en ementially well meaning 
mum, who would not really ever purposely 
Mon her children? 

Team of F.L.F effects could be precisely 
mooitmed by the muting Police deperanard 
reporting metem fat no mica omit), all 
recorded on the justice systems networked 
national computer system. continu; exact 
Lim. of complaints, record of outcome. 
location, identity, pioftle, and armorial 
history of all persona involved. Police 
department ignorance of the tests would 
actually be desirable. The entire operation 
could be run by as fete as two people. ELF 
broadcast Lima would simply be correlated 
with any flux of reports to the Police 
department. And the exact Pelage of the ELF 
effects on human *racoon would be 
mnveniently built to to the data received 
from Police reports. For example: an 
=ream of dcariestie valence et 4%, and 
suicides 2%, perhaps one or two eatra 
nalthunas during your special hour long 
Mow:Scut of the llama ELF Top Ten'. A 
decrease in premeditated crimes might 
indicate a breakdown of thought process 
during the Came of F.LJr unounission Do you 
we A double blind expenmeot (neither 
Police, nor populace have toy idea) on a 
perfectly contained end monitored large 
population of control 'object., in a typical 
city, with an 	place' monitoring system 
(Pelice report.) with • plat or minus 
acnracy samara. of virtually 0% Linea the 
experiment can be performed an unlimited 
number of times over a period of year.. 
Could roch nuligeont camera:term be pulled 
off in any other setting? If yet,- aim were to 
induce murders, valence, psychosis. severe 

depression. or made. you couldn't really go 
calling on lobo Hopkins university now 
mold you? Anyway the very prom of such a 
thing would he its use oa urban populations. 
Listen. you have a little coutury somewhere. 

yo
u destabilize the populace with ELFs and 
nventiocal means and overwhelm the 

local law cafccoarotall agencies, martial law 
is declared, the democratically elected 

! government fall.. You install a corrupt 
dienum You say to the Americo people, 
'We must send humanitanim aid". A 
hundred million dollars n illecauat to the 
moll country. The corrupt dictator steals the 
goods nod money. and deposits the 
laundered free and War taxpayer dollar' in 
an offshore Ammtcm blink. Beginning to 
ger the picture? Think of how perfectly 
foolproof this te, how elegant, how 
amanita/, bow logical, bow mahout. how 
homble, how ponible, and all it casts is the 
sufferiag of thousands of people. 

Postscript.. last week the buzzing 
happened again, so loud yet an easily 
dismissed egmost the background of city 
woe How could I prove ID myself that it 
was not aimply just coming from my heed. 
could I possibly hare the rare hearing 
condition Teatime, which mums novas 
the ears? I remembered a Mr. Science 
experiment whets the Electromagnetic 
transparency of venous substances war 
bang demonstrated. A portable radio war 
placed into a wood= box. 'Hear that? the 
radio o 	plesong which means? That's 
right, wood is Electromagnemmilly 
astopment." The radio was imprisoned In 
venom other containers to see what would 
bewail. Theo foully it was wrapped to 
Aluminum foil. and fell Went. I ran into the 
kitchen and grabbed the Tm-fad. Pulling off 
a 3 foot strip of it I wrapped It astound my 
bead. and the Maxine stopped(AR) 

head swabbie, mates, but a top secret 
communications supe on the L'SS Wright. 
the secret communications center for the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. And when our 
mellow guy's tour of duty ended, he 
stayed an extra year! Some hippy. whoa. 

So in 1969, Bob W'oodward US Navy 
SIR, is communications officer for the 
White House, Richard Nixon presiding. 
giving intelligence briefings to AI Haig 
among others. Then In 1970. Woodward's 
a reporter for a freebie Montgomery 
County Seminal. Then he's the cub 
reporter for for the Washington Post, with 
Carl Bernstein in 1971. So the authors 
boos on how the military hated Nixon and 
Kissinger 'cause they were TOO 
LIBERAL for them. Nixon arid Kissinger 
want all the glory and wont let anybody 
in on their secret negotiations, so in 
cahoots with Haig (who needs no 
investigations to look had) they drove of 
Nixon down with a series of leaks via 
Woodsvard. One widely believed myth is 
that the phone the BurgliBuggers put the 
wiretap on was Mr. O'Brien's; the head of 
the Democradc National Committee. 
Actually it turns out to be a vacant office 
that friends of John Dean bad net up a sex 
worker referral line for lonesome Deers 
and rape the conversations. (and this was 
before 900 numbers!) There is also 
speculation that the break-in was 
torpedoed from within, 'specially 
considering the tab background of the 
'suspects'. And thus the administration 
went spiralling down the toilet. kicking 
and punching cathodic as they went-a 
lovely sight. The wierdest thing the 
anthers maintain, is that Dean called down 
the bunk-in and Nixon really didn't know. 
And after having lied for so long to the 
public- who'd believe him? The concept of 
Nixon being innocent of ANYTHING-1 
wasn't toady for that! (FR) 

36. TRANSIT SMASHERS 

Before World War 2, just about every 
major city in the U.S. had a non-polluting 
electric street car system. Many of the 
public transportation systems were owned 
by electric companies. They were Man as 
a way of increasing mas of electric 
power back before many homes were 
wired for electricity. in the mid 1930's 
Congress passed the anti mist laws which 
faced the electric companies to seLl their 
mass transit systems. Anti-oust laws were 
devised by the government to keep 
monopolies from dominating the business 
world. 

The public inmsponation companies 
were put up for sale in the midst of the 
Great Depression. The auto industry was 
desparilLe to Sail cars, It seems logical 
that by destroying rail and trolley 
symeins, the auto makers could force 
people to seek out transportation 
alternatives like cars and buses. 

GM bought up three mass transit 
companies in Ohio and Michigan. They 
ripped up the tracks, and tore out the 
lattices of power lines that hung above the 
streets. They installed GM busses. and 
sold their transit company (United Cities 
Motor Transit) bark to the local 
companies with the catch that they use 
GM busses only. When they failed to 

repeat this feat in other cities, they were 
for the jugular, It took GM just 1$ months 
to dismantle New York City's extensive 
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— street car system. How did they do it'' 
Rather than buy up a company and start a 
new ore. they simply 'worked' with an 
existing transit company; the Omnibus 
Corporation. Overnight, the nation's 
largest electric rail system was 
transformed into gasoline bunnies buses. 

With :his feather in their rap GM 
stormed the country. They bought up 
mast transit companies by the dozens 
using a small Illinois company as a front_ 
When their front company became too 
large to finance. GM transformed it into a 
holding company called National City 
Lines. They then went after inventors who 
could also benefit from the destruction of 
the electric rail systems. "By 1937. [the 
same year hemp was outlawed] 
Greyhound Bus Lines. Firestone Tire and 
Rubber Co. Mack Manufacturing. 
Standard Oil or California. and Philtipa 
Petroleum had also joined up, investing 
SID million altogether." By 1955 only 
5.000 streetcars remained in the enure 
U.S. out of a fleet that had numbered 
40.000 in 1936. 

When GM and the others involved 
were indicted in 1949 for violating anti-
trust laws, they claimed that the National 
City Lines was an independent company 
that they had invested in because transit 
companies were a good investment. (Gee. 
I wonder why...) 

In truth, GM. Firestone, Mack, 
Phillips Petroleum, and Standard Oil of 
California invested in National City Lines 
under the conditions the the NCL buy 
GM and Mack busses, use Firestone 
and purchase Standard Oit. or Phillips 
petroleum for all their oily needs. The 
NCL was so independent that its offices 
were rim by the employees of the 
investing companies. What's more, 
National City Lines was not allowed to 
'buy another street car or any other piece 
of equipment that would 'use any fuel or 
method of propulsion other than 
gasoline" (The "Great Transportation 
Conspiracy." by Jonathan Kwitny. 
Harper's magazine Feb.19811 

In the end, every company involved  

in the conspiracy to take over mass tramit 
bailed out and sold their stock as soon us 
the electric rail system had been replaced. 

The catspiratorsi GM. National City 
Lines. Firestone, Mack. Standard Oil of 
Ca.. led...Phillips Petroleum were all 
convicted of violating anti-oust laws in a 
federal court. They were fined a mere 
$5,000 each. Company employees who 
were found guilty were fined ft whole 
dollar 

Sources: Corporate Crime & 
Violence by Russell Mokhiber. Sierra 
Club Books.1989. and -The Great 
Transportation Conspiracy" by Jonathan 
Kwitny. Harper's magazine. Feb.1981. 
ILL) 

40. BANNED BOOKS 

Since 387 BC, books have often been the 
focus of controversy, with the result often 
being the banning of free speech, and the 
banishing of the books themselves, 

From Voltaic to VonneguL Banned 
Books Week (Sept 26-Oct 2) is a 
bookstore holiday celebrating the rights to 
the freedom to read. 
It showcases books that have been banned 
through time. either through schools, or 
public objection. on the grounds that the 
written w0111 can have disaterous effects on 
youngsters or the public that reads them. 
Recently limelighted was Madonna's 
SEX book, creating front page Dews, 

along with bringing up the question of 
who exactly has the rights ID deem 
anything unfit to read... 
Another case had to do with national 
security', (as example: Marchetti. Victor 
and Marks, John D. The CIA and the 
Cult of Intelligence. The CIA 
obtained a court injunction against it's 
publication (1972) Towards the close of 
the '74-75 Lam. the US Supreme Court 
declined for the 2nd time to review an 
appeal by the authors upholding the 
CIA's right to enforce its secrecy 
agreement with Marchetti, requiring him 
to patent material before publication.) 

Instead of listing all the books in the 
world that have been banned, t ha 
following Ilst contains only 
books that have been banned 
from 	March 	99 2.•Marcis 
1993e-read 'em and weep.... 
-Atwood. Margaret The Handmaid' 
Tale. ('92) Challenged Waterloo Iowa 
schools; profanity, sex, statements 
defamizory to minornes. God the disabled 
and Women. 
-Barth. Edna Witches, Pumpkins, 
and Grinning Ghosts. ('92) Neely 
Elem. school Gillietft Ariz. It 'interests 
little minds into accepting the devil with 
all of his evil works". 
-Beisner, Monika. Secret Spells and 
Curious Charms. Complaints of it 
being a 'how-to'book for Satanism_ 
(may92-Salcm-Kietzer Org. school board). 
-The Bible. Challenged by an Athiest. 
"seeking to turn the tables on the religious 
right", staring "the lewd indecent, and 
violent contents of that book are hardly 
suitable for young children.' (Minn-
bidet). School dist.). 
-Blume, Judy. Blubber. Stating ; -Bad is 
never punished. Good never comes to 
force. Evil is triumphant.".(Pe r y 
Township. Ohio elem.). 
-Bradbury, Ray. Fahrenheit 451. 
Students recteved copies with wards 
blacked out (like 'hell" and "damn"). The 

book is about censorship and boor 
burning. (July '92-Venado Middle school. 
Irvine Ca.) 
-Daul, Roald. James and the Giant 
Peach. Contains a foul word and 
promotes the use of drugs ana . 
whakey,(Morton Elem. Brookville Fla) 
-Brothers Grimm. Ramat and Gretal. 
Teaches children that it's acceptable to kill 
witches. painting them as child eating 
mansters.(92-Mount Diablo, Ca). 
-Hinton. Susie E. The Outsiders. 
Glamourizes smoking and drinking, 
excesive violence and obscenutes.ffloone 
Iowa school Dist.) 

Henrik. Four Great Plays by 
Ibsen. The play. Ghosts, dealing with 
incest, venerial disease, and suicide.('92- 
Carroll County. MD schools) 
-Madonna. Sex. Loud objections from 
public libraries in Mesa Ariz, Austin Tx. 
Colorado Springs Co. St.Louis Mo. 
Omaha Neb, Champaign D. Manchester 
con, South Bend In, Topeka Kan... 
-Mowat. Farley. Woman In the 
Mists: The story of Dian Fossey 
& the Mountain Gorrillas of 

Africa, Contains racial slurs. degrading 
to women, profanity, and a long 
discussion ion of Fossey's abortion.(0maha N   

-Newman Leslea. Gloria Goes to Gay 
Pride and Heather Has Two 
Mammies. The school board objected to 
words 	that 	were 	"age 
mappmponte-.(Brooklyn. NY.) 
-Salinger, J. D. Catcher In the Rye. 
Although commonly banned, this year it 
was on the grounds that it contains pre-
marital sex profanities, alchohoi abuse, 
prostitialon. lurid passages shout rex 
statements rkfamitory so women. God. 
minorities, and the disabled, along with it 
being unmoraL(SideILLII/ Waterloo Iowa/ 
Duval County Firs/ Carallsle 	',n) 
-Spiegelman. Ail and Mouley, Francpise. 
RAW. Challenged in Roseburg Ore, 
because "il's srall of cartoon 
pornographr.(lan 9 1 
-Twain. Mails. The Adventures of 
Huckleberry Finn and Adventures 
of TOM Sawyer. Temporarily pulled in 
Portage Mich. for it's portrayal of blacks. 
Kinston NC and Modesto Ca for the use 
of the word "nigger". 
-Walker, Alice. The Color Purple. 
Because the main character n raped by her 
stspforher.(New Seen NC High School). 
Challenged by Sonde:non, Penn area 

school district because it is "smut". 
-Zindel, Paul. Pigman. The novel 
contains 29 instances of "destructive. 
disrespectful, anti-social, and illegal 
behavior...placed in humouraus light. 
making it seem acceptable-. 

Ranging from questions of morality to 
the seperation of Church and Stale, the list 
of banned books will always continue to 

If beauty is in the eye of the beholder. 
who's eyes are we looking through 
anyway? (SM&I) 
Source; Banned Books Week '93, 
Resource Book and Promotion 
Guide.) 

,sr 

SEAN TEJAAATCI- 

41.CENERA 	PBS 

How an any parent "just say no" tc 
Generation-1. the "I want' phase of ever) 
child ages 2-12. 
Under the guise of good standing anc 
manners. brought on by an onslaught 01 
moral lessons preached to you by the 
sermons from The Childrens Television 
Marketplace, Educational TV has always 
expanded on the fact that there's more to a 
parents pocketbook then meets the eye, 
especially when a Giant Purple 
Tyranasaurus Rex is taking a bite out it. 
ISKM) 

42. GET A LIFE 

Here is the truth about the Kennedy 
assassinaoon that "they" don't want you us 

know. Lee Harvey Oswald was a lone nut 
who got off a lucky shot. The Warren 
Commission was right and didn t oover 
anything up. After all, wouldn't it be a 
link hard to get Bobby to go along with 
some plot that killed his own brother? 
'They' want to believe that there was a 
conspiracy because "they" couldn't 
believe what happened at the time. 
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-They'. of MUM, are baby boomers. The 
mention so run of themselves that they 
actually came up with a name for their 
generation for the first time in American 
history. Baby boomers would have you 
believe that everyone knows where they 
were and what they were doing when they 
heard JFK died. Hey, L don't. Many 
Americans were not even alive then. 
Does remembering where you were 
confer some kind of wisdom that I don't 
know about? At the time of the Kennedy 
assassination most baby boomers were in 
their childhood or their i=ns. They were 
young enough Out they actually believed 
that the president was a good man who 
hail their best interests at hear.. Given 
what happened later in the SIXIINO. they 
believed that if only IFK had survived 
everything would be an righL 

Kennedy actually wasn't that hot a 
president. He got elected on a campaign 
of curing the "missile gap". He wanted to 
give the military as much money as they 
wanted. He was part of the military 
industrial complex that Eisenhower 
warned us about. As president, JFK 
started the mieetle buildup. There were 
four ICBM's in the U.S. when he came to 
power. He called for having as arsenal of 
1000 Ithe number of missiles he picked 
because 100 was too few and 10,1100 was 

too many). He got us closer to nuclear 
war than any other preeident. He invaded 
Cuba. He helped sn up death squads In 
Latin America. If be had survived he 
would not have gotten us out of Vietnam 
IFK was the biggest hawk we have ever 
had m the White House since Teddy 
Roosevelt. 

One of the biggest Kennedy 
conspiracy people is Jim Garnson. the 
nun portrayed by Kevin Coaster in the 
Oliver Stone move. A little known fact 

about this DA from Louisiana was that he 
MIS involved in dirty political dealings. In 
1966 Garrison refused so prosecute a case 
against alligator poachers. The poachers 
were taught rat handed with a warehouse 
Ml of alligator skins. The poachers were 

on tape talking to undercover fish and 
game wardens offering to sell and buy the 
skins. Glencoe, didn't give a shit about the 
Kennedy assassination but knew he could 
get national attention by bringing the case 
up. 

Forget about the Kennedy 
assassinsuion. Boomers in their insecurity 
believe that the world is obsessed with 
finding our why their childhood hero was 
killed. Hey. he was killed by a nut. Get a 
Life. (1‘1 

43. ARMY SLURPLUS 

While me administration strives to 
remove besurocratm boondoggles like 
worker safety programs. and the foreign-
horn and unemployed are assailed as 
'drama' on the economy. the Pentagon 
spends more than $400,000 a mime The 
U.S. currently has 590 binion of surplus 

military equipment on hand, enough to 
last twenty to forty years in some cases. 
Despite warehouses of spare pans. trans 
are often replaced rather than repaired. 
Cost overruns. mismanagement. and 
accounting slips add to the tab. An 
5880,000 Air Farce ammo bill was 
mistakenly listed as $333 minim dollars. 
Could happen anyone. Al) the same, 
whore do all there billions wind up? LEY) 

44. HACKER CRACKDOWN 

BOOK REVIEW THE HACKER 
CRACKDOWN•BY BRUCE 
STERLING 	(BANTAM-1992) 

If you've read the rest of this issue, then 
you probably had your fill of evil 
government theories. THING to turn the 
tables...tbe Government's afraid of you! 
(especially if you're on-line). In the 
Hacker Crackdown. Bruce Sterling legs us 
in on government conspiracy theories 
about /CC Online. 

Bruce Sterling Is the cyberdiade who 
edited Mirrorshades. The definitive 
cybcrpunk anthology. Aside from wrilng 
short stories and novels of his own and in 
collabtration with William Gibson, he is 
the Jell° Biafra of cyberpunk The main 
source for information on real-life tuber 
events. 



Apparently the secret service. given 
jurisdiction in 1984 over computer crime, 
tells scary stories about what hackers are 
really upon. "...and when he cameoff-line. 
there was a hook in the modem!" and 
"...get out of the house, the other guy is 
calling from your attic!" is how some of 
these stories end. 

They seem to be especially concerned 
about the chaotic ramifications of the 911 
and 411 111103 switched or shut down. Bank 
Wall Street/Pentogon computer systems 
crashing and various sons of line 
mischief. 

Sterling is quite comprehensive, 
covering from Bell's invention of the 
telephone to the early ninties. From 
Operation Sundevil to the Legion Of 
Doom. Sterling leaves no disk unbooted. 
Score him additional conspiracy points for 
lying in the mysterious suicide of Abble 
Hoffman. 

This book is a mast read for conspiracy 
theronsb. BBS users, and cybcrpuok fans. 
And remember kiddies, the secret service is 
watching you, and they're scared silly.- 
tBS) 

46. WHO IS G. POSNER? 

Gerald Posner is the author of the 
current best-seller, boldly titled Case 
Closed: Lee Harvey Oswald and the 
Assessination of JFK. This book arrived 
on the scene fully endorsed by mass media. 
to addition to a PBS special that used 
Posner as its primary interview subject. 
U.S. News & Wald Report excerpted pan 
of the book as its cover story, ceiling it 
"brilliant" and that it "proves who killed 

Those seeking revelation on the 
subject should look elsewhere, this work 
totally supports the findings of Earl 
Warren's Possee. Case Closest denounces 
all the major theories, as well as the 1979 
House Select Commetees assertion that 
"there probably was a conspiracy". Poster  

is a former Walt Street lawyer who 
presents his case like a very snotty and 
boring prosecuting attorney. Not only does 
he discount (and Ignore) very =impelling 
and interesting evidence, Posner mocks 
people like Mark Lane. David Litton, Jim 
Gseriscn and, especially, Oliver Stone. 

Hell, everybody knows half the stuff in 
Stones film JFK is pure speculation. that's 
why its co enjoyable. But while Posner 
manages to knock everyone else, his own 
research is a complete joke. The worst 
example is his misuse of eyewimess 
testimony_ Like Paul Landis, a Seem 
Service mem who was positioned between 
the grassy knoll and the book depository, 
Pouter cites Landis's testimony on the 
timing of the first shot. He doesn't mention 
that Landis (who has no soothe for lying) 
beard shots coming from the direction of 
the grassy knoll. He leaves out Earlene 
Roberts's account of the police car that 
mired outside Oswald's rooming house at 
Ipin and honked twice. But Posner uses 
her testimony that she S4W him leave with 
his socket. His one-shooter thesis hinges on 
computer-enhancement done by San 
Francisco-based Failure Analysis 
Associates. The firm's CEO. Roger 
McCarthy, calls Posner's use of the data a 
"funclamenuilmisrepredentauce". 

Worst of all is how Posner 
chareneriuses conspiracy hounds as doing 
a disservice to the memory of JFK., when 
his work is nothing short of historical 
revisionism. (RC) 

47. D.B. PEROT? 

D.B. Cooper. last modern tiny counter 
culture hero/pirate of the last frontier, the 
air. Apparrent, he was as armed 
robber/Mime, who robbed a whole jet-load 
of people st gun point, parachuting away a 
rich man• never to be found. 
Little do people know be landed in 
Dallas/FL Worth. changing his name 
to Ross Perot, and gritting away a 
fortune at the local economy to become 
the master financier to the Nixon 
campaign: bringing our boys tome from 
Vial Nam, and to be the voice of the 
"silent majority". 
An amateur of politics, with a grass-roots 
background. he can only reply "no  
sweat" -.hen 'it comes to arming the 
public against urban mime and social ills, 
bar as people. 
If be wasn't short and old, we would call 
him "Batman" (SWIM) 

48. L.S.D.U.S.M.C. 

According to Bruce Salient and 
Martin A. Lee in their book Acid Dreams, 
Maj. General William Creasy had plans to 
gas the New York subway or whichever 
subway would prove convenient) with 
debilitating pyschoactive gas LO see what 
the effect would be on en unsuspecting 
civilian population. Cressy envisioned the 
principle of bloodless warfare, in which 
the population of an enemy powers city 
would be bombed with LSD or BZ 
(quiniclidinyl benzilate) in gas form 
rendering the population physically 
unharmed but off their rockers allowing 
an occupying army to just walk right in 
and take over without destroying any 
landmarks, museums, landmarks or 
human lives. When Congress refused to 
grant his request the General would tell 
the press that their objections always 
seemed "a little absurd to me." 

Even as the CIA pursued its own 
experiments with psychochemical 
espionage the army had farmed its 
Chemical Corps in the Ink 40's and 50's to 
investigate possibilities such as the one 
mentioned above. Experiments with 
psychoactive substances were conducted 
on mental inmates and 'volunteers" drawn 
from ranks of military enlisted men at 
Stale hospitals and army bases like the 
Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland 
and Fort Henning in Georgia. 'these 
ethically questionable studies were 
conducted by people such as Dr. Paul 
Hoch who would become the Director for 
Hygiene in New York SIAM. Hoch was 
noted for performing such research on 
human subjects as administering LSD on 
patients and then performing lobotomies 
on them to observe the effect on behavior, 
He was recorded as saying "certain 
amount of brain damage can be of 
therapeutic value. (2) He even would have 
patients on hallucinogens orally describe 
what they were seeing while he cut out 
chunks of their rrilndwith his patients on 
local anesthesia. 

Dr. Van Sun of the Edgewood 
Arsenal would experiment on himself and 
tried the drug BZ (quiticlittinyl beneilate) 
necessitating someone following around 
with a mattress for whenever be fell down 
for days afterwards (BZ was the drug 
which the film Jacob's Latter was loosely 
based on). Such experiments were 
Continued until 1975, OD) 
Endnotea 
1. Martin A. Lee and Bruce SMain, Acid 
Dreams: the Complete Social History of 
LSD: the CIA, the sixties and Beyond. 

(New York: Grove Weidenfeld, 1992) 

3.41tld... p.38. 
Also: Jay Stephens. Storming Heaven : 
LSD and the American Dream. (New 
York: Harper & Row Publisbas)1988. 

50. U.F.O.B1A 

640.47 
Co La AZ 
Coral Lorenzen author 
This is sot the first UFO Carel has seen. 

One flew by in Wiwconem when she wee nine. 
Her encounter at Douglas - two weeks prior to 
Kenneth Arnold's famous sighting - suns her. 
Coal gets into gear sad starts the Aerial 
Phenomena Research Organization I APROt 
Hee outlier is hubby Jim Lorenzen, Senior 
Technical -Associate at The Kin Peak National 
Observinvy 

6-24-47 
ML Rainier. WA 
Kenneth A,-nold • riot 
Often !toted as the heal "modern' 

encounter, Arnold sees tune wierd wher-chn-
a...cell-in. Because be is an expert pilot, be 
um his posstton. heeding/bearing and ground 
features to accurately clock their speed: 1656.7 

mph. He rays, 'they fly bke a saucer would if 
you were to skip it semis the water.' Thus 
Arnold cotes the tam 'anuses' The press goes 
ape-atilt. 

OM 19621 

1947 to 1952 
Project Sign 
Air Farce. USA 
Air Fame opens Project Sign to face serve 

of *ennui concern son these eerie 'flying 
saucers' described by Arnold and an increasing 
number of witiusurs. The press tor. su Soon 
"saucers."agar.' hubcaps,' "torpedo.," 
'bulled: 'dunes' abound._ 

1-7-45 
Ft. Kan, KY 
C.o. Tam Mantel . islet AFG 
'ti's going up now end forward as fast as I 

am.--360 mph. I'm going up to :10.000 fee, and 
if Pm no closer, Ill abandon chase.-  These are 
Masstelfs last words. Hours Lifer has body and 
Mine Ins found in a twisted crash etc near Ft. 
Kum. He nail 3 other F.51 Mustangs had been 

o 	
h Cr Godman ARK when the UFO 

p.:Yrs.:sheen. It was witnessed by mistral 
civilians and military personnel. The 4 
Mustangs ware ordered to scramble and give 
chase. One pilot says, 'the [tuns looks [metallic 
and of tremendous size Another pilot radio., 
'IL looks tear drop shaped and is fluid.' Two 
pilots turn Lad Hunted peels aft alone to meet. 
he doom. 	By the way, hundreds of 
Kentuckians see this monster hovering through 
nearby Madisonville. slid tater, thousand. 
tneubleasly report same. Suit Police park in 
numbers and gawk. They report it to be 'at 
lean 250 feet in diameter." 

10-1.48 
Fargo, ND 
Lt George Gomm - pilot .AFG 
Atxonting *Project Sign tenons, Gorman 

has 'a 27 minute chase with flying saucer in lie 
skies over Fargo." Gorman describe, it no 
'about 6 to 8 Metes in diameter. clear Made and 
completely round.' L. D. lessen. air warm 
controller at Fargo, watches through binoculars. 
Gomm is 'minute there was thought behind 
the maneuver' of this craft 

4.7.4-19 
White Sands. NM 
Charles Moose - GM engineer 
During a bailee launch Moore and 4 

military men observe a slumps white ellipsoid 
2.5 =ea longer than wide. As confirmed by 
Navy Crnstr. R. B. McLaughlin. it was giving 
the beldam chase. The five - experts In 
ballooning see sure they didn't pH see 
weather balloon. 

6.1U-19 
White Sands, NM 
Launch Crew 
A missile rows into the sky u The White 

Sands Teat Site - all eyes turn upward • 
suddenly the missile bee company. Two 
saucers con circles around the =toile, pas. 
through its exhaust and peel up and out of sight 
The crew is flabbergasted, the =sale is dung 
a mean 1430 mph_ But not believing their eyes 
is cot an option. There ere S ere separate 

tracking posts each manned by several men III 
differeet locales sad linked In the launch site 
bin not to each other. All five demand to know 
if there is anything in the sky with the rocket 
Five screens are showmg the oddest blips these 
technicians have new seen. 

49, PREVIOUS PRESIDENTS 

Before Washington? Yes! Think 
shout it! When did George 'the 
Hempster" Washington take office? 
1789. Thais a hill thirteen years after 
the Declaration of Independence was 
signed ion the fourth of July. in cue 
you forgot), declaring the United Stases 
of America. The Continental 
Congresses of that period were the 
"governing" body of the interim, and 
there was not much in the way of laws 
enacted then. You will then remember 
that the foundation of what later 
became our Constitution was 
assembled--the Articles of 
Confederation. That was in 1781. 
Although there were presiding officials, 
there was no one elected to an office 
called "president' between the time of 
the signing of the Declaration and the 
enacting of the Articles. But on 
November 5. 1781, one lolm 'Swede' 
Hanson was elected president Again. 
remember, the country you are now 
being in was formally called the Untied 
States of America back on July 4.1776. 
This indeed makes John Hanson the 
true first president of our country. 
Between that time and when George 
Washington was elected in 1789. them 
were six more presidents. The secant' 
was Elias Boudinot Of New Jersey. 
second director of the U.S. Mint and 
founder of the _American Bible Society. 
The third was Thomas Mifflin, 
governor of Pennsylvania and during 
the war Washington's Aide-de Camp. 
The fourth was none other than Richaro 
Henry Lee, uncle of General Robert E. 
Lee, and brother of "lighthouse Harry" 
Lee. The fifth was Nathaniel Gorham. 
Boston merchant and politico. Sixth 
was Arthur Sr_ CUM first governor of 

the Northwest Territory. The seventh 
president of the U.S. was one Cyrus 
Griffin, of Virginia. who was one of the 
masterminds behind our judicial cams 
system. And guess whet? All were 
High-Ranking Freemasons! Surprise! 
(IS) 
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11.21)-31 
Deep Space 
George Adreaki grill cook 
George. in as and-50e whin he made fun 

cemtace claims to have met score of epee folk-
Fiero^ Martian Rates and Sauernine travels's 
are always dropping to an old Gorge. lie Me 
written a few books in the teethe= of Marco 
Polo: 

-An imaginary Trip to 'Me Moos, 
Venue and Mare 

.flying Saucers Have Landed 
-Loads The Space Ship. 
TV. radio sad lecture hive served es 

Ademakis pulpit throughout his life along with 
his dey gig at a Mt. Palomar Observatory 
greasy-spoon. For Earth's first ambassador, I 
think its fitting Geroge was a burger-flipper. 

1952-1969 
Project Blue Bock. 

3-57 
East Cana Set, Okinawa Japan 
Maj.. Rudy Patelose AFI 
Pestelozo Lane to 3 plots' actuate of the 

tragic crash: four F86D Sabres are making their 
Baal approach to Okinawa. ramming from 
practice boodatog tun. The low clouds repose 
the fear to fly at 1500 feet skinumne under this 
ceiling a half toile apart. Soddenly. t gigantic 
seeder drops through the clouds in the pub of 
the lad jet- It is a furnaces orb with a brightly 
at red dome canopy on its leading one Thee it 
a terrific explosion as the fun sabre smacks into 
the soccer's canopy. The 3 following sabres 
veer In miss the firer. II. The saucer ravines 

without a nick hovers and theamas back into 
the clouds. Maj. Pen:doer includes this 
account in his report to his comoseether. His 
report, :hough. disappears - just like nothing 
happened. 

11.247 
Levelkouf, TX 
Pedro Sauced - laborer 
Seucedo ha erri ving alone when a alga 

-torpedo" lands in a field along the road. 
Secede stops to eawk. It duo slowly and 
heads right for ham. The do-hicky roars 
overhead killing his truck's engine and 
headlights. The track vibrates violently until it 
passes . Then has light' cot on again. (louted, 
he calls the cops who tell Wm to sleep It off. 
Then another call cameo in. Tim Wbeelcr on the 
other side of town sees the thine blocking his 
way out of town. And by on is stalled too. 
The cops pile into then cats and hurry toward 
the sue of Wheeler's eieenther.  The  rhedir mar 
his officer . five Teas lawmen • witness the 
call high over Levelland. Blue Book relegates 
its explanation' "ball-lightening." But only 
kooks believe in holl.tigluerciog: 

11-747 
Repel Mother secieros visit from 

offices from CIA who collect the film copy he 
owns of a UFO. And aeparently enable to 
screen MO Pentagon original, they swipe 
Mayher's copy never to return key footage. 
The Freedom of Informenon Act prompts • 
lawsuit to oboe) the CIA no surrender Ms hoes 
film, hot in the process it is revealed that it toss 
under top level study. The film Is still 
forbidden. Mayher lade becomes ABC TVer 
Chief Cemeramau 

Bee 7.29421 

1962 
Kenneth Arnold wise the Republican 

ecimlnalloe for LL Governor of Idaho. Shea 
thoagh Eisenhower fully *adore. Arnold's 
ticket. Arnold choke. 

(see 6-24-471 

1966 
The Condon Report 
Dr. Edward Condon 
Coodon 11902-19741 is a noted Physicist 

and teacher. tics resume includes two of 
ThoUS's highest priority top serer military. 
science project.: radar and the non. booth. La 
1966 Condon reuses him report dons for The 
Air Force on UFO. He completely theerredies 
UFOs le his biased repot.. often dismissing 
obvious entuaties such as preveling weather. 
corabonued eye-tomes accounts, scientifically 
collected des and phouogniptec evidence. 

1967 
Cuban Au Spree 
Simms were at veer with Cuba - a one 

Legumes. A saucer blasts a Cubes with an 
incredibly powerful tome one spring day. The 
Cuban is piloting a MiG21 and by order is 
armong to destroy the bog:e. Zooming in to kill. 
the h1iG sea it unread. The other pilot in the 
formation watches the rowdy disintegration end 
molly loses his nerve. Cuban conthollers 
etruggee o talk the hysterical plot to a leading. 
Bat he im not wane in bearing witness. The 
National Severity Agency listernag post at Boca 
Cam FL coonthars the entire ergagement 

1040 
Leary,GA 
President Timmy Carus 
Jimmy sew a bright shiny disc shoot • 

COP/0 across the sky. He and a dozen men are 
lounges outside joat before a Lion's Club 
meeting. All of she men see it. It is only 500 
feet away. Would the Leery Lions lie?  

1973 
Openion Lute 
1.1.k. Donald Keyhoe 
Keyhoe outlines his plan to esautblish 

contact with space aliens. but it is just so 
dubiout I Wender if Don wasn't e few bricks shy 
of o loot His early work coffers when you hear 
this: dummy same would be built to exact 
the passing „th to land. anent cameras record 
the visit. Inside, the Wens are shown an 
animated film that commonicatu our peaceful 
desire to meet...Goafy orb ET to chat over 
rvrfinit. 

Sr] 
Colorado & New Mexico 
Ranch Attunes 

What does Colorado have in common with 
New Mexico? Sonde hosting Di. Condon • 
The USAF official UFO debunker and Coven 
levestigatur - Colorado and New Mexico host 
hundreds of animal metilarlaro floor 1974-75. 
The hapless ranch animals often lay slain in 
herds and coincidentally in close proximity to 
nuclear Audis facilities in both Oak. Extreme 
cases belie little by way dhow or why mutes 
lose stock. The mutilation Morey operandi -
animals are slain ee moske; blood is drained: 
Internal and external organs are removed. 
iecludieg. eye.. errs- tongues. mammas, 
Intestines. glands and sex organs: no once of 
blood. epidermis or interns is nerivered. This 
cloak wave of naidlationt is imminent legend. 
fo ke. no don't ask me whodunnit. 

10.27 to 30.73 
Northern US 
Strategic Au Command 
The FBI concludes, 'No came for the 

sightings [is) determined...butoltheyf 
demonstrate a cleat intent to Maui) nuclear 
weeper. eapabilitim' At LOCIAil AFB. UFOs 
swum the SAC B52a in operation and at ran. 
Loring - on Presque Isle, ME • is Erse soon 
SAC is beset by hassling UFOs from Mee to 
Montana on three nerve-sesame days. No 
pert of the US nuclide delivery and storage 
system escapes the discraming flume: scissile 
:aloe. B52 pads, B52s flying readinest. 
commaed facilities weapons facilities and 
ado defense were compromised by the ur-o 
activity. Radar and eye.waness accounts 
ccocur. Hedecoplers, F106e and Sabotage Alert 
Teams fail to repel the massively conceetrared. 
selective and =identified peso. At Luna-One. 
sear Harlavewn. MT. a LIFO havered 10 feet 
above a silo. Numerous cattle OILIU110.120s 
follow dm activity. 

114-75 
Apacbe,Sitgraves RAMO- AZ 

Travis Walton 
Do yon recall the LTs of yore? Cate, 

costae and kind? Nowadays ET, snatch yoa, 
mon you and do a bit of rough-shod dentistry. 
They chase Earthlinale with permed *Woe sod 
novocitioe syringes Well, thank Travis Welthe 
lot the transforrnelion. 'The trickery. 
subterfuge and outright falsehoods used... to 
dealing with the US Forest Servie..zonvineed 
020 UM he weed Mt bunters to resort to it 
LIFO-abduction hoax tf it would serve his 
need..' Phillip Klass. Na refereace to Walton i 
USFS contract is made in the movie vertion of 
his story, Fire Is The Sky. What movie-goers 
moo Is this drab eontractual agreement the 
motivatel the motley loggers. The 
inexperienced loggers hove over 300 acres of 
forest to clear by the night Walton 3 upped by 
BEMs. Only an Act of Cod clime in their 
contract stood between them and the return of 
their 52.500 deposit placed with The USFS as a 
retainer. Cotricidentely, The UFO Incident 
preanered an NBC lee than two weeks prior 
the due dare! abduction. This eau the Betty Hill 
•bductioa stay. You duel .pease Wald) was 
watching TV 300554 of felling trees, do you? 

12.2740 
Woodbridge. ENG 
Cualt. Gan. Gordon Williams 
In 1913. • USAF decal report a reused 

to the pubbe. USAF Sumo,  Police at I Juror 
US•UK AFB go to investigate an apparent 
plea cash in Readleharn Forest, nearby 
Woodaidge AFB. Once there, police behold a 
triangulty metal craft hovering under the trees. 
It shoots 110.y. 	Thee a larger craft Is 
discovered. By this tone the boa arrive to 
cortIon-off the glad. US and UK aviators sand 
is awe es several 3-foot tall beep busy about 
the large vehical mapeaded on beams of light. 
Cmdr. Gen. Williams order, film crews in to 
record the event. Many mimes elapse; 
meanwhile, Williams greets and esoblithes 
coaxial:de-Ilion with severe beings. The ahem 
board their crati. and to a flashing cold blast the 
ship disappears. SOUP, the horizon is ablate in 
colorful Lights. Cm*. Gen. Williams uses his 
own dieeretion to reveal this case in public. 

52. GERONIMO PRATT 

Creromino Ji Jags (Pratt has spent 21 
long years rotting in California Prisons, 

nearly a world-record for a political 
prisoner. A generation ago, he was part 

of The Black Panther Parry's cooperative 
leadership. and this inspired FBI 
hturasment which climaxed in a frame-up 

for a murder that Penn could have not 
possibly committed...it's questionable that 
he was morally capable...it's not a matter 

of question that he was not physically 
capable...Prim was ADO miles away when 
the murder was committed. 

COINTELPRO . The FBI's counter 

intelligence program. railroaded Pratt. 
Though intense surveilance 

recorded his every move (or 3 period of 

years - the records concerning the one-to-
two days necessary to drive all the way to 
Santa Monica where the murder occurred 
and get back to Oakland as the prosection 
claimed were lost . Oops! 

And check this out Julio Butler 
a 'moderate" Panther responsible for the 
testimony crucial to the coon's guilty 
verdict; Butler was a paid FBI mole. 
During Pratfs trial. Butler's "prejudicial 
status" was not only ruled "inadtnissibk" 
it was deliberately covered-up by LA 
Courthouse officialdom. Butler's note in 
hanging Pratt for the pigs accidentally 
rose to public attention with The Freedom 
of Information Act when interested 

parties stumbled on Butler's surveillance. 

iCS1 

53. PLANET GODZILLA 

ROAAAARRR!!! A flash of 
radmactive Fat and half of Tokyo burns 
from here to the horizon. Not the A-bomb, 
but Godzilla back again to reap atomic 
vengeance. Sure, I Like those campy 
movies with rubber-suited guys beating the 

bejesus out of each other and pretending to 
be monsters. you say. Did It ever OCCur  to 
you that there was something more simmer 
afoot with those "kiddie films"? Filth's 

intrepid man In Japan whom we shall call 
Saki to protect him from the government. 
has confirmed our worst fears. Saki reports 
that while on a routine Yakuza shakedown 

of Toho studios. be  uncovered several 

classified government documents. Not only 
do these papas affirm the tenons of a tenth 
planet discovered in our solar system -

called Planet X - but they also show 
conclusive evidence that those "kiddie 
fihns" are actually documentaries. Godzilla 
is In truth, a creation of the Japanese 

Government in assoetation with the Allied 
Powers from World War Two, forged in 

Atomic fire from the "unnecessary" 
bombing of Nagasaki. The intention was 

that the creature would be used as a last-
ditch effort to defend the Earth from space 
invasion. However, the cabal of Powers hit 
off more than they can chew, es the 

monster has run amok several times. True. 

as is has been shown, when the X-ists sent 
Monster Zero to attack Earth - what better 

place to attack than the most powerful 
economic center of the world, Japan - the 

Manger did perform It's function. but 
Filth's resident zoologist contends that it 
was only a typical reptilian territorial 

response, While most of the documents we 

received packed inside a Sony portable 
stereo were damaged by a mysterious 

battery malfunction. the remaining evidence 

of a cover-up is clear. The producers of the 

Gm:Lille series of films were green a choice 

of either camping up the later films or 

lengthy prison terms (or even death). Saki. 

now afraid for his life, has fled to Monster 

Island and an no longer be reached. OAF & 

KG) 

19506 
White Sands, NM 
4-27.30: UFO is filmed hoverieg ovet a 

crashed missile. 5-29-50 Two UFOs are 
filmed doing 2000+ mph. 7-14-51 Several 
UFO& are filmed. spotted and radar-tracked 
thmag one tut of the F86. This kind of 
hauling matinees through a busy decade in 
Newton's evolution from propeller to jet to 
hallistic phases Coincideaully. UFOs are 
constant companions The White Sands Ten 
Site 

1-SO 
Darold Keyboe author 
Reprinted from Samoa People, 1992 

Kitchen Sink by lime thetas: to January, 
1950. Donald /Ceylon/ (1897-1988) became a 
focal pont of the UFO phenomenon when be 
erased The US Government of -conspiring to 
cover-up vital infccmation on flying soars- In 
bid ankle, Flying .Soren are Rend. published 
in Trail maglene, Keyhoe claimed that The 
Government feared panto if the truth about 
UFOS were known. A wed Academy endue & 
Cod Mane Corps Major, Keyhce toured with 
Charts, Lindbergh and tined as informs:ton 
chief of what lam became the FAA. He wrote 
several book. on UFOS; Flying Seam. ere 
Real (19501; Flying Saucers from Outer 
Spate (1953): and The Flying Sauer 
Complete, 119551. to 1957, he became bead 
of the newly famed Natiortal Investigations 
Commitue on Model Paremenenne I NICAP). 
In 1955. Keyhoe appeared one CBS TV 
program about LIFO, The lone LIFO supporter, 
be was exasperated with the heavy editing done 
to hie scnpr by Air Force officials. When be 
beige to disclose information not cleared by 
The Air Force hie voice was cut off the air, 
aupposedly for fra•Ons of national terwriry " 

(see 1973) 

late 1950 
Northern Masao 
USAF 
'Immediate Hist Alert for Flying 

Swum" declares The Peategon. A saucer', 
blip appears on Washington State radar. A 
group of PO4 tighten spot a over Texas. It 
takes a drastic near right angle and augers in 
across the border. The pilots mustn't invade 
Maximo eat. so two amens quickly borrow a 
tight plane to check the crash. By the time they 
fly in Mexican troops have enameled the winch. 
Umiak to near the saucer. roe aviator sneaks a 
figment of its huff it is said that US agents 
recover the debris and also a corpse- No 
rereads remain except the 'High Alert' 

7- 10 to 19.52 
The Capitol. WDC 
Harty Barnet sr. controller 
There is a phenomenal wave of eighengs 

over DC. Says Barna. 'During the next 14 
mutates, Capt. C. S. Plereana reported that he 
sew os wee lights...each siehung coincided 
with a pip o e curd ate neat' as plane." Several 
airhners • passengers end crew - have some 
experience. On 7-26.52 two Feds are 
scrambled to °Nerve the UFOs and spend the 
entire eight pavine cat-sad-mom in a vanes of 
sorties 	'oject Blue Book recants 536 
aighengs on this Ingle alone_ 

7-23,52 
Virginia 
Navy Cords. Alvin Moore 
Moose finds a bluish state cylinder 5.35 

thick There had been a DC3 that had reported 
a UFO nearby - and the DC3's flight path had 
crossed Moores property. MOMS cameo The 
Notated Bureau of SYllalf01. who can not 
ideally it Moore tends at :a Project Blue 
Book, who say. its basic slag from an open 
hearth furnace.' Late. Moore - worang at 

Langley, VA keeps his thins-a-nue..bob 
in his dem safe. A fellow spook rips it off. 

7-2942 
Mom, FL 
Ralph Maybe - pbotherapbar 
Maylser films same in 16mm white off-

duty from Marines He reports the news et 
base Consequently. Neve Letelligace orders 
him to relinquish the film and camera. Mayne 
oblates a copy. The original goes eon the hands 
of Pentagon" Yaws via Major Wiliam Frasier of 
AFI, beer to go public teen. A 1953 aralysie 
of Maybees copy - by Physics Professor 
Clarence Rainwater - reveals its velocity to 
reach 7550 mph. 

(see 11-7-57) 



particular significance, Mitre Square. 
Surely a bad choice for the average 
criminal doe to Its openness and exposure 
to the passersby, but Mitre Square 
happens to be the second most important 
Masonic site in London, after the Great 
Hall of the Grand Lodge. 

Finally, Knight relates a story by 
one Joseph Sicken told to him by his late 
father Walter Sicken Mat might be the 
motive behind these odd coincidences. 
Walt= Sicken was a famous English 
painter and was a friend of Prince Eddy, 
one of Prince Albert and heir to the throne 
at the time of the slayings. Sicken had 
kept a studio at 22 Cleveland Street where 
an Anne Elizabeth Crook worked along 
with Marie Kelly, the Rippers lass victim. 
Apparently here Prince Eddy met Crook, a 
Roman Catholic trhee a despised 
minority% and they became romantically 
involved: they were married in a secret 
ceremony and eventually a child was born. 
After a police raid in the area both the 
Prince and Crook were arrested• and while 
Prince Eddy was released Anne Crock was 
placed in institutions and workhouses 
until her death in 1920. Marie Kelly 
allegedly fled with the child and hid in a 
eenvent. 

Knight says that the reason 
behind the Ripper murders was that Mane 
Kelly and three associates tried to betray 
the throne by exposing the marriage and 
the birth of the child, essentially royal 
blackmail. The man appointed to 'clear up 
these matters" was Sir William Gull, 
Physician Ordinary to Queen Victoria. 
who had previously signed the certificate 
declaring Anne Elizabeth Crook insane. 
Gull was a high level Freemason and his 
Masonic vows dictated an additional 
responsibility to dealing with the threat. 
Because any threat to the royal throne was 
seen as a threat m Freemasunry who at the 
time was the secret power behind the 
British throne. ff the one fell, which was 
increasingly possible at the time, then the 
Masons may he soon to follow. So it was 
Gull. who's Masonic connections and 
loyalty to the Queen, that may have been 
behind the brutal slayings of lace the 
Ripper(s). 
OHM 
Source: Keith. Jim Secrets and 
enopreseed Feral House 1993 
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led into a tetaimerane. nightmare In which 
the DEA was trying to prosecute kina for 
petty rule book violations. As Levine 
worked turdercover from Argentina to 
Tucson. he found out who was 
responsible for manufacturing, selling, 
buying, and maisporting the mountains of 
cocaine that were dewed into the vuneta 
of the USA. Levine would 21.63C his 
superiors to search their massive 
computer system for names he turned up. 
The DEA's computer system supposedly 
holds everyone from small unto street 
buyer; to known drug lords. More often 
than not, the computers would turn up 
blank ea the biggest traffickers. People 
that Levine busted would go free for Lack 
of evidence. Something was not right 

It seemed in Levine that the harder he 
worked to actually bust the cocaine 
empire. the more trouble he got from his 
superiors. It became clear that 'the Drug 
War Machine' would eat him alive in 
some kind of Kafka-esque nightmare of 
beeuroceatic bullshit unless he simply 
failed to do Iris job. 

Levine believed with a patriotic 
fervor in the war on drags. That is, as a 
DEA agent, he believed that the war on 
drugs was supposed to stop the flow of 
drugs from consuming this country. 
Drugs had consumed his brother, who 
committed suicide after a le-year heroin 
habit. And drugs had killed his son. who 
was a narcotics officer and was shot to 
death while raiding is creek house it New 
York City. Instead of prosecuting drug 
dealers and big time traffickers,  the war 

' on drugs was drafting him around. They 
sent him on an undercover assignment in 
Arizoos tat whireehe was supposed to nail 
the cop sienna traffickers to the wed He 
was set up to work with the former 
"Queen of Cocaine", a mysterious 
Bolivian who had connections to 
everybody. She was supposedly working 
for the DEA now as an informer. WelL 
the DEA set them up with low grade 
cocaine...how are you supposed to lure 
drug dealing professionals ow your trap 
with moldy esterase cocaine? According 
to Levine, the U.S. government has 
warehouses full of the best quality pure 
cocaine there is (left over from previous 
Meese Why would they spend so much 
energy setting up Levine and the 
mysterious Queen of Cocaine with a state 
of the art surveillance house, and a plane 
load of bad coke? When be probed his 
superiors for answers to such 
unprofessional actions. they evaded his 
questions. 

Who were they (the DEA. the LISA) 
trying to protect? Certainly not Levine. 
the undercover man. I-Es bosses made 
vague references to -problems with the 
Agency"...blah blab blab. Meaning that 
the CIA and the DEA were at cross 
purposes, somehow. Levine proves that 
die CIA g 	

so • Coup"  

in Bolivia in 1980, allowing right wing 
fascists to take over that country, while 

to IA. N c L E 

DANGLE 

Making cocaine legal. Like many South 
American countries., Bolivia needed the 
cocaine trade to feed their reeving 
people. By working with the CIA, they 
were allowed to deal coke (and flood the 
U.S. with if as long as the government 
was run by the right wing. Once again, 
the war against communism takes 
precedence over human rights and 
powerfully addicting drugs. I remember 
in the late 70i people telling me that 
cocaine wasn't addictive, nor was it 
physically harmful. My how times have 
changed. 

The Big White Lle is a gripping 
read. As Levine states in the inuuducticsi 
el will give you a fly cas the wall look at 
how the CIA perverts the American 
justice system by protecting drug dealers 
and murderers from prosecution: (p.4) 
The war an drugs is a lie. and this is not 
news. But I cant help but be fascinated by 
Levines first hand account of his efforts 
to believe and work for the lie endl it 
nearly consumed him and he had to face 
the real truth behind the never ending 
blizzards of cocaine sweeping our 
mashy. 

Soaves, Cootie* Polities by Peter 
Dale Scott and Jonathan Marshall. 
University of California Press, Berkeley, 
Ca.1991. And The Big White Lle by 
Michael Levine. Thunder's Mouth Press, 
New York_ 1993. (111 

56. JACK THE RIPPERS 

In 1976 there wax a book 
published of se author by the name of 
Stephen Knight. The took was called Jack 
the Ripper, the Final Solution : in it 
Knight compiles some interesting facts 
and associated information which suggest 
that the murders attributed to lack the 
Ripper may not have been the work of a 
single MD- but a killing campaign started 
by the powerful and influential 
Freemasons of the day. 

There ate several details that are 
connected to the killings that when looked 
at in the light of Masonic Rituals are 
strangely similar. For instance: the live 
slayings allegedly =wind by Jack the 
Ripper were performed identically to that 
of the Masonic initiation rite in which the 
initiate "minces-  the penalties he shall pay 
if the oaths of the order arc betrayed. 
Specifically that of "Entered Apprentice", 
which like all the murders, was 
accomplished by a left-to-right cut across 
the throat 

There is only precise information 
on three of the five victims of the Ripper. 
The second and fourth of whose deaths 
Mere are graphic inquest reports, Included 
the removal of the intestines and the 
placement of them over the victims 
shoulder. Thin is again almost exuay in 
accordance with the protocols of the 
Freemasons in dealing with their 
IraitarOUS Own: 	ihe breast being 
torn open and the heart and vitals taken 
out and thrown over the left shoulder." It 
was also documented that on the fourth 
cadaver "A triangular Clap of skin bad been 
reflected from each cheek..." The sacred 
symbol of Masonry is comprised of two 
triangles. 

One of the victims, Marie Kelly. 
was found in a grisly state that closely 

)
resembles an engraving by William 
Hogarth. one of We first persons to expose 
Masonic practices. The particular 
engraving "The Reward of Cruelty" depicts 
the various mutilations of a person by 
their Masonic killers. The symbolic 
wounds and placement of organs and limbs 
in various positions matches pee-fully the 
condition of Kelly's body when it was 

found 
Some other interesting facts 

include the message scrawled in a passage 
where a piece of a victims clothes was 
found. The message was: The luwes are 
The men That Will ail be Blamed for 
nothing. The "lawn" always thought to 
be a misspelling of "Jews" is actually the 
three apprentice Masons who killed master 
builder ahem Abiff in Masonic lore And 
the location of the last murder is of 

54. COCAINE COWBOYS 

In the 198Ors, our borders were 
literally flooded with cocaine. 
Apparently, President Reagent war on 
drugs had little effect on the deluge of 
white powder pouring in from the south_ 
Nancy's -Jun Say No son mean have 
been the biggest joke in South America. 
rim to nation tomer own CIA. Thar U.S. 
government has spent more than $100 
billion of our tax money to supposedly 
stop the flow of drugs, while 
simuitaneously protecting the biggest 
offenders and allowing the drugs to seep 
through our borders in the covert war 
against Communism. So that under the 
guise of drug enforcement. the CIA 
handed the Centres with coca.= and the 
13F-A along with local law enforcement 
put the drug's lesser street peddlers 
behind bars. You couldn't ask for a better 
coespiracy to keep the underclass's in the 
USA down, and addicted while managing 
in seem an army of CIA trairied 	to 
fight the evil C43InInlinifini abroad 

The book Cocaine Polities by Peter 
Dale Scott and Jonathan Marshall, 1991. 
University of California Press, gives an 
excellent inVe.5Lig16011 into the CIA's role 
In Central America, and the role that 
drugs played inn all. 

The Big White Lie by ex-DEA agent 
Michael Levine (1993, Thunder's Mouth 
Press) offers a personal account of the 
authors experiences as an undercover 
DEA agent, and how his efforts to bust 
Icemen cocaine kingpins were thwarted by 
the very agency that hired him. Levine 
describes how by doing his job, he was 

55. L. L CZ) 1r EP 

'KENT MYERS 

57. COMPOUND FRACTURED 

The terrorist bombing of the World 
Trade Center got you down? Why not 
take the minds of the public off the fart 
that even the US is succemable of 
terrorist attacks {besides catching and 
Implicating the terrorists immeallateee. 
How about a timely storm trooping of a 
well armed cult, beaded by an ex-rocker, 
who believes that he is the "Messenger" 
from God, and that the world was 
coining to an end, and that when he 
"reveals' himself, the riots in LA would 
pale in compadson...(paraphrased from the 
affb."davil"-pun Intended US Metric!. 
Court Western I. 
The A TF raid on Mount Carmel 
(often fretted to as Waco) would have 
happened sooner Of later, getting wise to 
the fact that that a =fling address celled 
"Meg-Bag" {aka "the Compound") 
was getting tons of C•O.D UPS 
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shipments of M-1S/16 parts with 
conversion kits Mom semi-atomatic to 
fully automatic), parts and other explosive 
components from shady buisnesses alt 
over the US. 
Was this an informal cover-up, or by 
chance it all happened sanutanionsly with 
the World Trade Center Bombing. 
Perhaps the Da yid' acts were 
responsible... ISSvilsil 

59. WHEN THE MOON RANG 

If we nevervent to lire Moon, why 
did it ring after we landed on it? 
Asa:anima to the Book of Lhtts, the Mean 
rang for several months after the lunar 
module landed on it. Since the Moon is a 
perfect sphere, the lunar module struck 
the Moon like a bell when it touched 
down onto the Moon's dusty surface 
causing it to vibrate for some time. We 
didn't hear it ring since space is a vacuum. 
but NASA detected sibrahons similar to 
that of a bell when struck emanating from 
the Moon after every Apollo lunar 
nodule landed on it_ (L.1.7  

nattily around the president. A dramatic ar-
gument for conspiracy is made from the 
close up of the president's head and the 
direction the president recoiled. The close 
cropping focuses attention on the president. 
but it draws attention away from the other 
passengers. 

The president rode through the 
outskirts of Dallas shortly after noon. The 
president waved. There was one shot and 
another. Then the president's head 
explodes. The right side of his skull 
shatters into fragments. A piece of his 
brain lands on the trunk of the Lincoln. 
Two motorcycle policemen riding behind 
the president and to the left were splattered 
with blood. 

His attractive wife Jackie sat in the 
back seat as far away from her husband as 
possible. The president's secret romances 
were being noticed in newspaper columns 
and TV talk shows. 

hackie's mascara was unfashionably 
heavy. and she looked a bit ghoulish. After 
the president is first hit. he leans toward 
Jackie as if to duck. She mists in her seat 
and she grasps her husband's left forearm 
with her left hand. The president's right 
hand moves to his throat. Then it moves 
toward lackie's left band, as If to push it 
out of his way. As the president leaned 
farther, Jackie places her right hand on his 
left shoulder. The president's right hand 
moves hack to his thtorst Bravely she 
holds him up. The president poses like the 
leaning 'Marl' of Pisa while the fatal bullet 
explodes the right side of his skull. The 
president's body twists to his left and It 
recoils back to the rear of the limousine. 

Jackie lets go of the lifeless corpse. 
She climbs onto the seat back, and she 
looks straight into the camera. She raises 
her band to her face. Then she loweres It as 
if the is blowing is•kiss to someone. Her 
lips are open and rounded in a big O. She 
crawls out on the trunk to retrieve the 
splattered train tissue. 

Jackie mourned her husband for a 
discrete period- Then she married an even 
wealthier Greek man named Aristotle 
Onassis. (CL) 

, 
ITS YOUR 

HAIR 
DO YOU BELIEVE? 
that man and nun alone has the right And 
the privilege to see his wile's glory un-
bound; e0 touch, stroke and fondle it m the 
privacy of his own hornet THEN STAND 
UP AND BE COUNTED! They're back and 
they're bad, Stalling their-barbed organs of 
generation and I-COKING FOR LAVE IN 
ALL TI-M WRONG PLACES. Beak, squeak, 
and talons too: ready to give the Devil his 
'do. The nine is ripe, ripe nigh unto fester-
ing, !or as to gird our loins and got on the 
sock with our surge protectors and throb-
bing elects. HAIR IS HELL AND HELL IS 
HAIR! All's fair In lova and hair. Bus 
only If you take proper care of it and that 
means NOT 1U TOUGH IT Ltst AN UN-
CLEAN MANNER' The swell of smoking 
hair? A pleasing odor m the nostrils of our 
Lord ... 

DID YOU KNOW? 
that ALIEN HAIR FIENDS have Infiltrat-
ed every lavel of modern living society? At 
this very instant they see feeling their 
way Into your follicles, sebum, and root sys-
tems with their Flippin' Birds and deadly 
ducktall energy. These conic.rriongers are 
everywhere, and only with the greatest 
vigilante and RIGOROUS HYGIENE can 
we hope to keep them at bay. They're clos-
er than you dunk burrowing, boring, slink-
ing toward you with their Hoodoo 
Hairdoes, teaser-pleasers, and so-called 
'Shampoo of the Gods' This Is no idle 
thrtoff This is of the inmost Importance. 
The sanctity of your hearth and home, of 
your Loved One could hang in the balance 
Feathered majesty? Better hairless and 

WILL YOU 1-fELP? 
us in has vitally important work? Can you 
joist this w-daada to save our bodies and our 
selves how this unwanted embarrassment 

ai shaggy, nappy honor? Your children and 
your children's children will thank you for 
toasting them a world free From that Tufted 
Terrie:once. that Fibrous Fiend: MT. °wile 
spitting hairballo by day and singing about 
his CLOACAL OPPOSITION by night! 
Please Join tea in building • world when 
every child—regardless of race, creed, or 
colors—can use freest fear, an rnt assured 
That late at night The Althorn Anti-Christ 
won't swoop Into their beds and leave them 
bald. Won't you please help us? tf not for 
yourself, then for "the Nide ones" ... 

THE THREE WARNING SIGNS OF HAIR 

1. GIBBI-GIBBI 

7. •THE PRONG• 

3. GNEGG'S FLuA 

for sore info. write: ZIGGURAT 

ODA 25193 Rochester MY 14625 

62. US USER ALLIS 
It is held among the politically 

naive that the second world war was a 
clear cut conflict between good and 
evil. freedom and tyranny, unlike the 
multitude of regional struggles, "police 
actions" or guerrilla wars that have 
occurred since. The victors have 
written, pontificanal and broadcast that 
Hitler was evil, that those who fought 
and defeated him were good and that 
the resulting world atter that emerged. 
while not perfect. was at least a 
vindication of the values of those that 
defeated him. But as Studs Terkel notes 
with his ironic quotation marks on the 
tide of his oral history of the second 
"Big One". The Good War. nothing is 
ever really that Simple. For instance the 
role of the victor's before and after 
WWII could hear some stronger 
scrutiny. 

When the German Reich 
succeeded the Weimar Republic, 
American corporations were some of its 
strongest backers. For instance Opel 
AG. the German auto manufacturer, 
was 804 owned by General Motors. 
Through Opel GM's controlling 
shareholders, the duPonts'. made S36 
million in the decade before the war. 
When Flitter came to power and placed 
a prohibition on the export of Getman 
capital GM ended up investing $20 
million back into companies owned by 
National Socialist oflicals. 

Standard Oil did its part to 
help the Nazis overcome a significant 
logistic set hack in the march toward 
world conquest. In 1934 Germany Mill 
imported the vast majority of is fossil 
fuels and if a war had then occurred a  

simple embargo %onto nave stopped 
the Nazi war machine. This problem 
was side stepped by the development of 
a tetraethyl-lead and gasoline synthetic 
fact by Standard working with the 
German chemical company LG. Fatten. 
allowing Germany to use its regional 
coal deposits to fuel its tanks, 

Henry Ford, who was 
antisemetic, militantly anti-communist 
and one of Hitler's beros, maintained 
membership in the War Production 
Board. a committee which received 
contributions from the German 
Government to desserninate propaganda 
urging American voters to abstain from 
any involvement in European conflict. 
When France was occupied with 
German troops. Ford continued to 
operate his factories there to provide 
trucks for the German Army. Hitler 
even awarded the American 
entrepreneur the Grand Cross of the 
German Eagle in the 30's. 

The sort of "grayness" that 
occurs when big business intersects 
with big war can be displayed by the 
behavior of ITT (International. 
Telephone and Telegraph). which 
owned stock in German armament 
companies. ITT continued to do 
business with the German government 
even after Pearl Harbor, providing the 
Germans with the ingredients for their 
rocket bombs, high frequency radio sets 
and other such matters. 

Al the conclusion of the war, 
and going against the agreements of the 
Yalta Conference made between the 
Allied Powers, certain members of the 
American military intelligence agencies 
employed the war criminal Reinhard 
Gehlen as the head of a network of 
spies to monitor the Soviet Union. 
Gelato who realized that Hider would 
most likely lose the war as early as 
1944. took his comprehensive 
documentation of the Soviet Union 
(obtained through the interrogation and 
torture of contless Soviet P.O.W.'s) 
microfilmed and buried it in the Alps to 
use as a bargaining tool to gain his 
freedom from the Americans who be 
felt wouldn't execute trim on the spot as 
the Russians would). Being able to win 
the support or such notables as General 
Edwin Sibert and Walter Bedell Smith, 
who was Supreme Allied Commander, 
Gehien mot only escaped justice bin was 
provided with the means to act up the 
Gehlen Organization in Bavaria which 
remained a constant source of 
information regarding the Eastern Blot: 
for NATO said, Incidentally. the means 
through which other war criminals such 
as ICUs Barbie escaped Europe lo take 
refuge in friendly South American 
dictatorships. 	Utilizing 	the 
is-envoi-union and fake visa resources 
provided him by the US military, 
Geblen was able to set up what were 
termed "rat lines" to smuggle his 
friends and former coworkers in the 
human extermination business away 
from the people who wanted them 
hanged. 
(JD) 
Sources: 

Charles Hingham: American Swastika 
(Doubleday, 19851 
The National Insecurity Council, It's a 
Conspiracy (Berkeley. CA: 
Earthworks, 1992). 

58. YEAR THE CARPENTERS BROKE 

Or, how the Woodstock generation 
stopped capping and became the Pepsi 
Generation. The year was 1971 and Pot 
Smoking Republicans everywhere ware 
grooving an One Take Over The Line and 
Eight Miles High. The Nixon 
Administration, which was planning the 
suspension of the Constitution in its second 
term, had the FCC issue a notice requiring 
radio stations to screen all records for 
"language Lending to promote or glorify 
drug use.' Not censorship, really, more like 
mind control. 

The Car Stereo Revolution was in its 
infancy. to the sole provider of driving 
music for most was the AM signal. 

The result, as they say, was devastating. 
Groups like The Association and Tony 
Orlando & Dawn came to dominate the 
lives of millions; their soothing, giddy pop 
music virtually impossible to escape Three 
songs declared with sincere Idiocy that 
problems such as unemployment, urban 
decay, war. and racism watt simply to 
large and unanswerable. 

In the cnd, the social experiment 
worked. Slippy radicals, too weak for the 
insidious torture of early seventies rock 
were driven to use far more dangerous 
drugs than pot. They snapped. Many of 
these unfortunates today congregate at 
Civic Center Plaza in San Francium or an 
Telegraph in Berkeley. Others dwell in 
darkened cellars, endlessly mumbling the 
lyrics to songs such as "Cherish" and 'Close 
To You". President Jimmy Carter formed 
the SSI pilot plan to aid this miserable lot 

Later on, he combined effects of Disco 
and Cocaine quieted the remaining pseudo-
enlightened elements and made Remold 
Reagan an easy sell to tlx sugar-smacked 
crowd. (RC) 

60. CAR JACKIE 

Abraham Zapnider's footage was re-
cently included in the movie JFK. The 
JFK version has been edited, and it suffers 
from the transformation onto tape. Single 
frames published in Life Magazine show 
better detail and coverage, but the choice of 
frames is peculiar. None of the Life frames 
show the president's gory head wound. In 
the JFK version. the fatal shot is cropped 



64. RIGO '93 

AS FUCK 
LATELY THE HEAT HAS 
BEEN ON- RED MAN FEELS 
A WARM SHADOW ON HI 5t 
BACK WHEREVER HE GOES 

-? 
 I 

6D0 foLl. 
WANT-  - I 

— . 
THE OTHER DAY HE WAS 
READING THIS BOOK CALLED 

'THE BIBLE' AND READ A 
LOT 05TuF ABOUT THE 
MOUNT ORE REVELATIONS, 
IT WAS LIKE: 

111." 	r • 	-4...1777111111111110", 

411111110  
THE HEAT 

WILL SPARE 
NO ONE! 

EDT w 0 WAS SHE? 

IT WAS WEIRD 

eNMST LOVE? 

65. U.f.O. COO 

SIGHTINGS IN THE BIBLE; GOD 
IS NOT OF THIS EARTH! 

Jesus was an Allen, sent to Earth as to 
study humans (like Jean Luc Baceard). 
The Star of Bethlehem was his 
spaLvship, and the light shining down on 
the manger was a transporter beam on 
Star Trek, Aoadentally "found out' that be 
was different, be was then worshiped as a 
special person. violating The Prime 
Directive. 
"Ler it be so" -Jean "JC" Lee 

Beecard to Num. 1, episode 3. 
He took on the personae of a Rock God, 
got jetted and started balling hookers, 
turning the ancient world onto drinking 
heavily, turning water into wine.The 
people thought he was way cool. 
The Romans got Jealous; they were the 

ones who were saying that they were Gods 
Incarnate, He was raining on their parade. 
They put him high on some sticks, trying 
to get the attention of nis ship so they 
could lake him back. Other proof is 
Ezeebletinita, when he looked up at 
God and saw a burning Chariot 
Wlteel...the disk part of the Starsh1p 
Enterprise. going into warp 
drive.(sources: Planet Zero) (SMMI 

66. PROJECT ARGUS 

Around 1958. the significant implications 
of the Earth's magnetic fields and radiatinn 
belts for future military activities were 
what drew MC attention Or government 
physicists. Nicholas Christofilos. a 
physicist working at the University of 
California's Livermore Radiation 
Laboratory, developed techniques to 
harness and control the energy released in 
hydorgen fusion reactions. Christofilos 
used Magnetic confintnent fields. When the 
Soviets launched Sputnik 1. Christofilos 
decided that the earth's magnetic field 
could he used to contain an anificiat band 
of relativistic electrons. He speculated that 
this artificial radiation belt could be made 
intense enough to destroy satellites in orbit 
The belt would produce worldwide radio 
noise on the HF and VHF radio bands that 
carried the bulk of military 
communications. By accurately calculating 
the site for an explosion of a nuclear 
device, ifs effects could tie made to occur 
over a specific target area. Christoffios 
urged that the government test his 
postulates by exploding a nuclear device in 
space. Chrtstoffias superiors at Livermore 
placed his papers under top security control 
and advised the President's Science 
Advisory group of the matter. The resulting 
program became Project Argus. 

PROJECT ARGUS TESTS 
Esplesten Locale 	Due 	Yield 
Alwathe 

Au,11 South Atlantic Aug 27, 1958 tKT 

Argue B South Atlantic Aug 30, 1958 MT 
250KM 
Argus III South Atlantic Sept 6, 1958 1KT 
SOOKM 

POST-ARGUS TESTING ACTIONS 
Sunfish Johnston blend July. 9 1962 1 4KT 
400KM 

SOVIET NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS IN 
SPACE 
USSR 	Siberia 	Oct 22.1962 2021CT 
UNK 
USSR 	Siberia 	Orin, 1962 &MKT 
UNK 
USSR 	Siberia 	Nov I, 1962 1,MT 
UNK 

Another file downloaded 
NIRVANAnet(tm) 
"Raw Data for Raw Nerves' 

61. LaROUCHE!! 

Lyndon Hermyle LaRouche Jr. is 
the chameleon of conspiracies. A brief 
look at his life before the big house 
reveals his ability to expose consiracies 
(true or not). create conspiracies, 
participate in conspiracies and finally look 
Ince the victim of a conspiracy, against 
himself. His allegiances varied greatly  

over the years. On his return from WWII 
he claimed to be a Marxist but was 
quickly digested with it and by the late 
60s had started his own group. In 1973 
his small following started "Operation 
Mop-Up", baseball-bat snacks against 
members of the more traditional left They 
were responsible for more than seventy 
raids on the American Communist Party 
and the Socialist Workers Party (wham 
LaRouche himself had been a member of 
for fifteen years). This pretty much 
rented his ostrasization from the left 
and his writings and speeches in the mid-
701 could easily he said to complete his 
swing to the extreme right But even 
when it was only himself that claimed to 
have all the answers; it was still hard to 
distinguish where LaRiauche hung his hat. 
He holds the left-right distinctions in 
contempt and has said "I 	belive the 
seating arrangements of the French 
National Assembly of 1793 have 
permentaly frozen politics until the end of 
time." 

LaRouche belives his politics are 
philisophical in nature, based on an early 
interest in German philosopher Immanuel 
Kant. Kant's 'moral imperatives" and 
LaRouches obsession with technology 
made for strange Idcatogical bedfellows. 
LaRouche sees technocracy as the proper 

goal of global politics: where through 
rationality there is technology and finally 
advanced morality. hence technological 
progress equals moral action. In this 
tecnotopia there is no "survival of the 
finest" an what LaRouche calls "neo-
Malthusianism" is quickly discounted; as 
is the British economist Thomas Malthus 
who coined the term that would later be 
appropriated by Darwin. Contained in this 
dogma is LaRouches support for the SDI's 
beam weapons, all nuclear power and the 
idea be introduced on his forth campaign 
for president in 1988. his plan for 
colonizing Mars. 

LaRouche sees most of his 
detractors as "irrational hedonists" the 
majority of them from the past and present 
of British inteligentsia. The latest 
exponent being Henry Kissinger, whom 
LaRoucbe heaves is simply a British 
agent for Chatham House or officially the 
Royal Institute of International Affairs. 
LaRouche traces the "irrationalist' 
conspiracy's British roots back to 
fourteenthaxntury Scottish King Robert 
Bruce, father of Scottish Freemasonry, all 
the way up to the Queen of England 
controlling the worlds opium trade. These 
and other dark tales are but a small part of 
the vast plot that Lyndon LaRouche, once 
armed with his own counter-conspiracy. 
now belives be is paying for. 

At his strongest LaRouche had a 
modest following. including overseas 
members. He had a network of at least 
sixteen political organisations and twelve 
publications, two of which gained some 
measure of respect and even a software 
company. His private intelligence 
organisation rivaled that of the official 
intelligence community. But somewhere 
along the line he must of stepped on the 
wrong toes. The government look 
LaRoucbe to court to gut his financial-
political  machine that preyed on the well- 

to-do elderly to bankroll his aspirations. It 
would eventually end in a mistrial, but 
LaRouche suspected a conspiracy to 
discedit him that originated at the highest 
levels of the government. His defence 
team turned up documents to verify that 
the government had placed infiltrators deep 
in LaRouche's organisation. There was 
even an internal memo between Richard 
Second and 011ie North that discussed the 
surveillance of LaRouche. There was a 
theory amongst his lawyers that maybe 
LaRouche and North were both trying to 
tap the pockets of the same private citizen 
to fund their operate objectives. But 
LaRouche knew better, he had no doubt as 
to the sourer of his problems, he was set 
up bypersonal nemesis Henry 
Kissinger. 

 

Amongst the things that may 
have contributed to this retribution is a 
leaflet penned by LaRouche entitled 
"Kissinger. The Politics of Faggotry" 
which was passed along to Henry by his 
pal. then director of the FBI, William 
Webster. Kissinger wrote Webster to 'see 
what he could do' and presumably this is 
when the FBI started its "Get LaRouche" 
campaign. This and LaRouche's 
opposition to the Nlearauguan contra war. 
his trying his hand at Middle-Eastern 
diplomacy again at Kissingers expence and 
being the thorn in the side of more than 
one American president may also have 
helped. These are tame compared to some 
of Lyndon's stranger postulates. He has 
claimed that the Grateful Dead rather than 
just a aging, boring rock band. is actually 
"a British Intelligence operation" (doesn't 
say much for their intelligence Ed.), 
accused the canon of New York's 
Episcopal archdiocese of satanistIc and 
homosexual behavior. and strictly forbid 
masturbation by his followers. He is said 
to have considered the possibility of 
assasinaung Carter. helped Reagan get 
elected and had mysterious ties with the 
CIA and the NSC. Whatever is known or 
unknown about Lyndon LaRouche at this 
point is rather useless for at the age of 66 
he was put in prison on charges of tax and 
credit fraud for fifteen years. Love him or 
hate him he played by his own rules in a 
very closed game with the biggest of the 
big boys and ended up in jail for it So 
much (or 'anyone can be president" and by 
the way what makes Lyndon LaRouche 
and Ross Perot so different? Maybe we 
mcanElRm  ask Lyndon when be gets out of jail at 
the age of 81. 

Source: Vankio, Jonathan . Conspiracies, 
Cover-Ups and Crimes Paragon House 
1991 
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68. CULT of ASSASSINS 

'Hassan I Sabbah; what more can we 
say about the world's first known leader of 
7araseins7  When we think of assassins, we 
usually picture half-crazed, overcoated 
madmen perched on grassy knolls with 
high-powered rifles. But. imagine this 
instead. that you are a poor. brave, Allah 
fearing. and, meet importantly. fanatically 
desperate soul in the middle ages_ You are 
at the foot of a barely accessible mountain, 
defended on all sides, where perched like an 
eagle's nest high in the cradle of craggy 
peaks, rests a castle where you know 
heaven is belt Take yourself there. You are 
guided by sword wielding dervishes through 
the gilded gates into the home of your host 
and soon-to-be spiritual master. You ere 
feasted on tropical fruits and rare delicacies 
as you sip honey wine while Hassan speaks 
about the nature of heaven. As your eyes 
begin to close, because you're suddenly 
drowsy, Hassan has you taken to your 
quarters where you drift off into 
UnconSmOuaness. 

But La! Where is this you awaken 
unto? Around you lay lush gardens of 
exotic plants. filled to teeming with cool 
fountains and high-breasted women who are 
willing to do whatever you bid. With as so 
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or? You are shown hours of ecstasy, all 
atoms fulfilled. until at last, you mum 
not Suddenly. you awaken, again at the 
able of your host. The Old Man of the 
Aceunain offers you a bargain. a renun 
artallse after death If you offer him and 
Wall your loyalty and service. You agree 
od join the legions of similar people 
beady recruited in this fashion. Hassan, 
sat wacky Tim Jones of the 1 lth century 
td a cull of the people and was widely 
Lartd. For you see. The willingness to die 
or a cause, whether for god or some other 
Sled pointless ideal not psychosis, marks 
ic =akar the true assassin Fearless and 
'ear-placed the devotees were everywhere 
nd death could strike any of Hasun's 
remits from king to lowly peasant. faAlF 
: RG) 

69. FACE IN SPACE 

In 1976, the Viking Orbiters l and 2 
atone seta m Mors. VOeing 2 was scot to 

sureaee. while Viking I continued to 
orbit the red planet. snapping thousands 
of photographs. Ors orbit 35, from 1000 
miles above Mors' warfare, the spacecraft 
iholographed the region known as 
7yritonia As the photographs streamed 
uto NASA's imaging center, a NASA 
efernist peered into each one with a 
magnifying glass. He wan looking for an 
ippromiate landing site for the Viking 2 
nodule. His eye caught a omega looking 
tress Strange perhaps for its uniformity. 
Whim he looked again, the mesa looked 
hatinctly like a human fete carved DUE of 
none. Isere photo). Author Richard 
loagland was there at pan of the ler 
)ropuision Laboratory's (IPLI press 
iorps, along with hundreds of other 
ourailists from around the world., 
'mother flUjeCt scientist ShOWnd the press 
corps the photo And exclaimed, "Ise% it 
seminar what tricks of lighting and 
.hattow can do... Whet we took a picture 
'w hours later it all went away: it was 
oat a alcir...the way the light fell on it' 
from The Menumeou of Mere by 
ticbard Hoagland. p_5) According to 
ioaglanri, everyone believed the scientist, 
led that was the en-..for a while. 

A few years later. Vincent DiPtetro 
Ind Gregory Molenur took another look 
it frame 35A72, the one with the alleged 
'ace. With NASA's super computers, they 
nhanced the piano to get a boner look at 
t. They concluded that the symmeerical 
bent clearly resembled a face. Whet 
mild a limners face he doing on Mats? 

A few years later, Richard Hoagland 
regal studying frame 35A72. and the 
OiPierto Aidolear,ar computer enhanced 
anions of the face. He concluded that 
sat only was there a mile long face catered 
art of the Martian descrt, hut the mina of 
t city there as weal The prospect of aim 
rains sitting 'right next doer" drove 
iloagland into 7 years of research His 
rook. The Monuments of Mars gees 
too detail about his discovery that the  

rack formations in frame 35A72 were 
tootle by intelligent forces. in other 
words, because of geometric angles in 
some of the larger rocks mooed the 
Cydonia area Hoagland deduces that they 
must have been created by an organized 
intelligence; than an extraterrestrial 
civilization once lived on Mars. 'They left 
behind some pyramids arranged at 
specific angles ID each other. and a huge 
human fare carved into a emu. Why does 
the face look so human? Was it meant to 
be a message for future Earth 
generations? Where did 'they' go? The 
questions are endless. Hoagland explores 
many possibilities In his book. 

In December 1990, a NASA -Lewis 
Research Center television production 
railed "Hatstand's Mars" was suddenly 
canceled by direct riders from NASA's 
headquarters in Washington D.C. The 
program had been scheduled to air around 
the country. According to Hoagland. this  
television program would have been the 
first in which NASA would officially 
recognize the Face on Mars, as well as 
investigate Hoagimad's research into the 
apparent alien ruins on Mars. Hoagland 
suggests that there is n conspiracy of 
silence going on.; that NASA doesn't want 
the public to know that there may be the 
rams of ar, ancient alien civilization up 
there... What. the government's hiding 
things from us? 

On September 25,1992. the Mars 
Observer was launched from Cape 
Canaveral Fl. The craft was to lock MID 
Mars' orbit on August 24. 1993.11 was to 
spent the next 687 days, or one Manilla 
year, photographing the red planet from 
just 234 miles above its mace. The New 
YouthTunes predicted fabulous pictures. 
Well, just as the Mars Observer was due 
to zip into Mars' orbit. NASA cast 
conummication with IL Mysterious. iunt 
it? 

Some have suggested that the  extra 
boon of power needed to propel the Mars 
observer into Man' orbit, was  a shuck to 
the rockers circuitry, thus snarling out the 
computer systems. You'd think  they 
would have tested their equipment 
extensively for this kind of thing before 
sending it all the way out them' 

There may  be  unseen forced or play. 
Some have ouggested that on an 
evohnionary level, we may not be ready 
to End evidence of an alien civilization on 
Mars, thereby causing the communication 
devices on the space craft to fail just 
when we were supposed to sum receiving 
pictures. Others have suggested that an 
intelligent force on. or around Mars. 
blocked communication in some way. 
Others still, speculate that NASA has 
indeed received transmissions from the 
Mars Observer. but that they're hiding it 
from us. The Viking photographs were 
taken 	1000 miles above Mars. These 
photos would bane been taken from just 
235 miles above the surface. Is it possible 
the Mars Observer crashed? Or. did it 

receive something so extraordinary that 
the governmem feels compelled to protect 
the public. Either way, we're in the dark 
until we regain contact with the Mars 
Observer, or until someone Ruda 
evidence that NASA is somehow 
covering up the information they've been 
receiving from the Mars Observer. 

Does it meter? Well, since the Men 
observer cost more than a billion of our 
hard earned cash, Id be relieved to know 
the truth. It realities are of when NASA 
sent that nearsighted Hobble telescope 
into space. I mean didn't they rest it first? 

If it manors to you. you can cell /- 
KV-4244131 for information on how to 
riaMeiae The Afars Mission newsletter, Or 
to order Efoaglarad's video called 
Hoagnsiad's Mars voi.2. His book, The 
Monument* of Mann A Clay on the 
Edge tel Forever, North Atlantic Books, 
Berkeley, Ca,1987 is available here also. 

71. RICHARD CASE NAGEL 

The book The Man Who Knew Too 
Much by Dick Russell, tells the story of 
CIA agent Richard Case Nagel. In 1963 
Nagel was on assignment in Mexico City 
as a double agent for the Soviet Union. 
The soviets  pave him instructions to 
intercept Oswald and dissuade him from 
particManng in the Kennedy assassination. 
He was to essas,Inate (Wald if necessary. 
His CIA superiors promptly dlsagpearcd. 
Nagel traveled to New Orleans where he 
spoke with Oswald twice. Nagel became 
fearful that he himself would be implicated 
in the conspiracy. He sent a registered 
letter to FBI director I. Edgar Hoover 
alerting him to the plot. On September 
20. 1963 Nagel catered a Bank in El Paso. 
He Baked for SI00 in travelers cheeks. 
Then he shot a pistol into the ceiling. On 
assassination day be was safely in federal 
custody. After he was out of prison he 
went back to work for the CIA. 

William R. Martin was the man who 
Interviewed Nagel for Garrison. After Nagel 
recognized Martin as a fellow CIA 
operative. he refused to cooperate further 
with Garrison's investigation. In a 1967 
letter to Martin. Nagel wrote: 

"...while you people may hour set soli in 
the right direction you are now (front what 
I hear) about 180 degrees off coarse ... but 
then, that Is how it was Ottani ro 

Earl Warren was writing his memoirs when 
he died. An anonymous editor finished 
them for us. The last chapter is about the 
Warren Commission report. I conclude 
with a quote from this ananymous final 

chaPwr 

'To question the COnarreittn of the Warren 
COMMISSIM1 is ro question the integrity of 
the US goverruneno, -  (CL) 
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You already know the cfficial 
verlions. Jonestown a mess- suicide cult, 
followed by the freaky activities of poor 
One White. a good cop turned psycho. If 
you mks a good look at Mr_ Jones and Ma 
clique, you might reach a different 
conclusion. tad that goes double for 
Denny. 

tern go: Jones, born in Indiana-
fetes was in the KKK. Boyhood friend for 
lire was Des Nfitriona.Mitrimia was a cop 
who later protected Jones fake revival 
healer circus act from limos run out of 
Richmond. Indiana in the5Ce. Mitnooe 
went on to work with the CIA oaining 
Saudi American dictatorahme to torture 
and interrogate captured opponents  until 
he was caught and executed in Uraguay 
the '61:13. CosiaGavras did the movie 
'Siam of Siege' on tits story. lents hung 
out with Micrione in 	in the early 
'60s and was visited and paid by the U.S. 

embeary staff (CIAl.lone—oTTindlso flock — 
stifled Into of mysterious money and set 
up shop in Mendocino county, California 

By 1967, we have • mmi • lenestnum 
to Ukiah. CA, the 'Happy /Moans Rest 
Horne serrouoded by Meant reacts. stand 
towers, etc. and nobody called him on it 
Mott skill in worming his way into 
power circles was  key to Me summer if 
you went to call it that He was tight with 
John Birch Society guys. a member of the 
Grand Jury and his wife, Marceline on the 
state board of nursing borne inspectors_ 
Neat. huh? They got people sent there by 
court orders. psychiatric inmates. 
pry 	ors, foster children, elderly. and 
kept their money. loon organized a voter 
dove for Nixon io '68. A few years hoer 
loots was organizing voters for S.F. 
mayor George Moscone, milling his outfit 
'People's Temple-.It sounded perfect 
Nobody bothered to cheek into Jones's 
background. In San Frandsea. members 
couldn't leave because they had signed 
ewer it their property willingly Ili 
uewillinely to the Temple. The ruling 
clique of the People's Temple had boners 
who drew up crooked contracts fur 
members to sign. Also people like George 
Philip Blakey, with the CIA, put up the 
down payment for Jonestown in Cuvana. 
He was later busted for hiring Mercenaries 
for the CIA - backed UNITA gueollia 
Angola. Pseudo - progressive Mark Lam 
Welled onto Jim loom and become his 
pmsonel attorney, along with Charles 
Garry, attorney for the Black Panther., 
They went eround the media selling 
ionenowa en paradue Lone 1.1 is said. 'fed 
/nnes's paranoia' and may have been port 
or o poor= to tip the Miley to Guyana. 

The trouble with Jonestown 	what 
the hell Was it7 The sod was  no geed for 
fartumg. It was neli in minerals, though. 
The members actually were imnalm of a 
canceetration camp fad the barest 
minimum to keep !Item starving to death 
while at the same time, recieved medical 
attention every day. ohms, checkups. etc. 
(hospital bracelets on wrists m news 
photos) Inmates were kept in wretched 
tamped condition., but the organization 
wee well-funded. Drugo found on the site 
were rerninuccur of 14K ULTRA mind 
control experiments terminated by the 
CIA. They bad tranquilizers and mood 
altering dray for m camas of the 
population of Jonestown. There was a 
group of guards. meanly white, known to 
the basketball teams that was out 'moue 
the deed. 

After Representative Leo Ryan viewed 
lonestown the mass-killing began. The 
no-author of the Hughes-Ryan Amendment 
forcing the CIA to give prior notice to 
Congrem before any covert action, was 
now binary, Mark Lemr sod Charles Garry 
waived the massacre untouched. First on 
the scene of the moss-deaths at looeStowe 
was Guyanese Army. They counted 448 
Mae They said 700 fled into the 
US army mired and took 3 days to arrive 
at a anal coma. They gave out several 
conflicting stories. The Guyanese couldn't 
count Bodies were on top of bodies. SIX) 
bodies wore hidden by building the sim 
of a 2 ter garage. ;look at the photos', 
Could it be that it took 3 daye to count the 
victim' because they were grill being 

Another problem: Guyanese 
pathologist dr. Morton woono the rerun 
before the U.S. army. He detected NO 
CYANIDE in bodies, Cyanide cause. 
coutortinm and spasms, and a 'death 
grin'. Slone were present_ Nearly all dead 
had needle marks on the beck or shoulder 
blades. needles in back of neck. 
strwasclation. gunshot_ They are relaxer], 
lying in neat rownoor ouicide: murder_ 

9 days later. San Francisco 
Supervisor Dan White methodically 
shoots down Mayor Moscone and 
Supervisor Harvey Milk. two TOOMbers of 
filth Jones assaashiation list Pao WhaiWS 
disgusting sobbing performance in from 
of the media contrasted sharply with the 
obeervenees of Me jailer. The jailer noted 
White en cold, calculating. knowing .exactly what he was doing' of course the 

laughable 
was oat celled to tastily. White's 

laughable lenience Wen a strong warning 
to liberals as to bow expoadible they are. 
It was like e military coup io San 
Francisco. The  politics of the city took on 

pro-torporese stench for yews. On the 
pies ode, the Gay eights movement 
expanded ire base tames San Freneisco 
and elsewhere. It became far less ■ 
mergwelizod movement after the While 
Night Biota. And the Ioneatovrn suicide 
cult nary, although foe, served to 
inoculate many people spinet colts. 
(F111. 
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other victims found that II shares a 
remarkable similarity with the Visna 
('tiredness' in Icelandic) visas, a disease 
found exclusively in sheep. 	the 
symptoms of Visna- organ system 
disorders, most severely in the brain. 
resulting to motonc disorders. severe 
dementia and ultimately death- are shared 
with those in advanced stages of AIDS. 
The Vilna. however. Ls not pathogenic to 
humans. 

The first known case or AIDS 
occurred in New York in 1979. Ore year 
later, Dr. Robert Gallo or the Bethesda 
Cancer Research Center published his 
discovery of HIV. Shortly thereafter, 
Gallo stated to newspapers that HIV had 
developed as a natural process from the 
Humes Adult Leukemia virus, FITLY-1, 
which he had discovered in 1973. This 
claim was not published in professional 
publications and later research by others 
indicated that HIV and FITLY-I had 
basically different structures and that that 
was no natural process by which one of 
these two Moms could evolve into the 

you CAllt tEAD A Megsr 
wAl-ra Syr You 

CAN'T maw* urn 

DP.INK! 

13. FLINTS ASS 

Larry Flint, LAPD, and KAL-007 
-I975; Attempted &ileum/11ton of 
Hostler publisher Larry Flint in 
Laweericeville. Georgia after Flint 
mammon/ a SI mllfthe dollar reward for 
new evidence in the JFK assassination 
and released the so-called The Gemstone 
files, which reportedly implicates 
Government officials in the monks. Flints 
attacker escapes mnifeatified and is still at 
large (faun the book Illuminiads, hr 
Neal Wilgus). 

Flint points the finger at t h  he 
Bleachers; Lawrenceville also being the 
congressiocial district for Bircher/right 
winger Congressman Larry 
McDonald, who was also the head of the 
right wing organization Dined the 
Western Goals, later involved in a 	comparisons of HIV and the Visna Yin.] 

The above mentioned 

scandal involving them possessing the 	also found that HIV bas a section of 3C0 
nucleotides that do not exist la the Visna. Mite computer log of the LAPD. then 	
This area. the envelope of the HIV heorled by Daryl Gates who years later 	
genome (the area that allows the vans to resigned right before the Rodney King 
attach itself to the Tell tea-Was of the riots. 	
human body), is particularly unstable and Congressman Larry McDonald would 
does not biochemically match the rest of then die in a flambe burst of glory, being 	the system. one of the passengers on the shot down 	It is believed that this section of Kal-007. 	 nucleotides originates in an HTLV-I 

In  an interview, Larry Flint makes light 	genome and its instability indicates that it 
of ir, claiming responsibility for shooting 	 in WV through artificial mean& appears in

is essentially the Visna with down Ka1407. 	. 
HTLV-I grafted on in order to make it 4re-search by f1B & 5M M) 	
receptive to the human immure system. 

Gallo's involvement with ow 
and HTLV-1 extends well beyond their 
discovery. In the early 19701, he headed a 
Pentagon biological warfare research group 
charged with findiog a way to cause 
animal pathogens to adapt themselves so 
life in human beings. Gallo's team 
succeeded in 1975, That same year. in 
compliance with an international accord 
banning biological warfare research, the 
Pentagon demilitarised the 'alma" section 
of Its teammates tad put them under the 
direction of the Bethesda Cancer Research 
Institute. Coincidentally enough...Wit 
In addition to his Peroagoo research, was. 
directix of this facility_ 

It h believed that in keeping with 
similar practices with nuclear radiatiad" 
experiments, the HIV was tested yeomanly 
on prison poputationa.--As the early 
sympums of iiiVaire mild and the patient 
veer-ally appears healthy, the researchers, 
assuming the experiments to be a father. 
released the prisoners, as promised in 
exchange fur their participation. 

As many risme= have historim 
of drug are and homosexual encounters, it 

Theories have abounded for years 	is not surprising that those areas of the 
that the Acquired Immune Deficiency 	general population were affected first and 
Syndrome (AIDS) was developed as a most severely by AIDS. 
government plot to destroy the. gay, 	 Was AIDS developed intention- 
minority and drug using populations, 	ally to wipe out the 'undesirable" 
Evidence has emerged to militate that at 	elements of our society Or was eta release 
the very least, AIDS is the result of a 	on an unsuspecting public an accident 
biological warfare experiment gone awry. 	caused by ineptitude in its final stages of 

Comparisons of the HIV with 	testing? In either case it is perhaps. 
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- By Guardian 
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- SF Examiner 
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' mantes: 'AIDS: a U.S.-made 

tear- NIRVANAnet; 'Top 

could very well meet tin end 

beim Magazine,' Summed 

76.114/COINTELPRO 

Who killed Jimi7 Well frankly 

Jim! killed Jimi, with too many sleeping 

pills. But time in more than meets the eye 

In rmi's that life and untimely death. We 

all know enough about Hendrix the 

musician, but what else, what other 

Influences were affecting lima before he 

'/ Let's go back in time 

Siam the 1930's the forerunner of 

DEA, the FBN (Federal Boma of 

/Bed it's head Harty Anshnger 

with lErIpt Hoover's Fat had been 

survedenct on many of the days 

t popular jazz magicians including 

Duke Ellington, Dizzy Gillespie, Louie 

Armstrong, Cab Calloway. Count Basic, 

4lmmy Dorsey and others. It. is 

imundishing to mink that the music our 

grandparents fell in love to was considered 

thi-eatenuts by the heads of these 

raverenment agencies. With thin as 

PettiieMi OF it 

 

It not so stimisingla flail 

that when the mental and physical 

tl...
.dutiores of the 1960's =meth that the 

its cteators that were catylising, 

chroniCallimilikto, would be targets of 

pcniesa the were (ter-----....„..`  

.1 hid Hendrix was psi - one 

many that found himself (willing 

I as a focal palm for a extensive 

and that movements enemies. 

the end of the 60's to was one of the 

highly paid and renown artists in 

"world He wail not, unlike many. 

by the politics of the times that 

unesespeattly woven into the 

transformation but he could not 

did not ignore them totally. His song 

Gun" was only a small lthough 

tiweankshaking in itself) part of his 

'activism'. In January 1970 the 

of Gypsys headlined a Vietnam 

we Committee benefit and with 

funding Abbie Hoffman and the 

es mailed a joint to every U.S. 

swan and senator so they could 

what they were paaaing law* 

Obviously bin drug usage and 

us references to it in his music 

him unpopular with 'the Man' and 

easy target for their, as we now know. 

ly hypocritical drug policies 

Another mark against Jimi was 

'...stdmitted sympathies for the Black 

cause. Though he never gave them 

official endorsement they may of liked, 

he was put In an increasingly difficult 

position after the 1968 asamination of Dr. 

...Martin Luther King Jr.. Time wits much 

L . sure on him to make some sort of 
E 

;vast

g the only black man that bad such a 

et statement or allegiance on the race 

' as he was seen by the Panthera as 

r, vast influence over his white audience 

Iimi's heart may have laid more with 

MLK Jr. but be did not forget the 

Panthers. In fact he tionniburtt thousands 

of (Milers to them ,. to the point that some 

,. brilve that the Panthers were extorting 

money from bins In cities that the Black 

Panthees Wm strong presegne they would 

simply grab the gate indents after the 

show. 
These sort of contacts most 

definitely did not go unnoticed by the 

intelligence branch of the guyerenment 

agency that dealt with this. namely the 

FBI's COINTELPRO. Here was a 

extremity wealthy entertainer donating 

money to, in the governments eyes, a 

militant black extremist group, not a good 

investment .1 imi. It is well documented 

that the Black Panthers disintegrated after 

being Infiltrated by provocateura and 

police. The more powerful members were 

slandered, jailed. or maniere& By doing 

this, COINTELPRO had attempted to 

make this unfonimate end the legacy of 

the Black Panthers, painting over the good 

with the had. The same could be said for 

the legacy of Jimi had he not left hehind 

many recordings that west to his genius. 

Above all I am not implying that linri 

Hendrix was killed by anything but his 

own bad judgement. But in light of Ms 

unsavory associations and prominence in 

the 'awakening of a generation" he may 

have bowed out gracefully and just in 

time, saving his name frum being side by 

side in eternity with tits friend John 

Lennon. 
PBRW) 

Sources: Murray Sha.ar. • Charles 
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The wasturacy of Stupidity 

It's all too much to deal with ...right?? 

Why bother voting cm it, speaking bout a or 
even dunkin ton it? Don' t bother me man—

came I'm just waiting for the Apocalyme.. 

IT IS OFTEN NOT THEM VEItSUS 
trS. DriT tts vthnStIS Us. • ' 	— 

Seeping into OUT ecidSpOriarlext, die 

Manias and subplots of Mc world abound -

raising otte cynicism to nn all- iue nigh. 

Every day the media verve a Oavariathag 

stream of happy rime camouflaging male 

waste & human cruelty, natio* our boots 

& minds , The manifestation oldie Apathy 

can be found lying in the doorways of 

downtown off ice buildings, the 

unemployment lines and in the biethoom 

mirrors when we face the limitations we 

Owe- on our own capabilities. Rational 

human beings we forted into a meltdown of 

our inner core imo Hack holes of despair. 

Sensibilities ring with the shutdown of 

reason and hope. Atrophied capabilities & 

forgotten dreams test on them/rote canon!, 
to nine into the animom THEY of our 

nightmares. 

WELL BROTHERS AND SISTERS 

THE APOCALYPSE IS RUNNING LATE 

The conspiracy of stiqudity fed to at 

via the cathode ray nipple needs to cease. 

Remember that our WILLS & MINDS are 

FREE. Nihilistic cool Is just another front 

for apathy. The TRUTH is under constant 

asscuilt _and HOPE? Hope is like a small 

child waiting fee us to protect it and guide 

it towards the future. 
Our rtreagth and intelligence can get us 

out the power 	. Examine the Shit 

THEY ny to peas as uuth and call what 

it is. Remember the anesthetizing years of 

the Reagan pteradency, Coin:engem & the 

further deserts-don of our en...mines by 

Crack. THE THINGS WE DONT SEE 

WILL SUCK US DRY IF WE REST ON 

COMPLACENCY & UNCONSCIOUS 

CONTENTMENT . 

OUR CAPABILITIES 	ARE 

BOUNDLESS IF FED BY THE TRUTH. 

OYU 
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